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Executive Summary  

 

Technology has become key to disaster management and disaster risk reduction. All over the 

planet people were found to use technology in case of disaster, during all phases of disasters 

and for all types of disasters. Many studies focus on the use of social media for crisis 

management, but less effort has been devoted to understanding the impact of other 

technologies, such as smartphones. Furthermore, few studies have examined how technologies 

are used during the other phases of disaster management (preparation and recovery).  

There is a need to better understand technology adoption and use during a disaster in order to 

make a better use of existing tools and, if necessary, to design culturally aware ones for disaster 

management. 

Culture impacts technology adoption and use during a disaster at different levels. First, people 

will adopt and use a technology if it meets their needs, especially in terms of information 

provision (which should be timely and accurate) and emotional support. Yet needs during a 

disaster are influenced by various cultural factors, such as gender roles or trust in the 

authorities. Secondly, people will use a technology that they are familiar with, and culture has 

been found to influence technology use during normal times. Culture, convenience, social 

norms, personal recommendation or the impact on the community can affect the adoption and 

use of technology. The adoption of a new technology during a disaster is rare, however citizens 

are attentive to best practices and learn from them. Thirdly, beyond meeting the needs and 

previous use, some cultural patterns do affect technology use in the specific context of a 

disaster. For instance, Internet culture will affect the way people communicate during all phases 

of a disaster.  

These findings have direct consequences for disaster management. When communicating with 

the public, the various usages of technologies, the specific cultures of the targeted audience 

and the culture of the platform itself should be taken into account. Technology use by citizens – 

especially through smartphones - during a disaster is also a great opportunity for disaster 

managers, as they can easily reach the public and provide information to them. Additionally, 

citizens are able to share crucial information. Disaster managers can also access an army of 

volunteers, willing to take part in the disaster response through their technological skills.  
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Instititional Framework and Purpose of the 

Deliverable 

 

The present report is the deliverable D3.1 of Work Package 3 (WP3) "Cultural factors and 

technologies" of the CARISMAND project "Culture And RISk management in Man-made And 

Natural Disasters" (G.A. no. 653748), funded by the European Union under Horizon 2020. 

According to the Description of Action (DoA), the project objectives to which WP3 aims to 

contribute are: 

- To explore the possibilities and current practices of how cultural aspects can strengthen 

the ability of citizens and communities to prepare for disaster situations, respond 

efficiently and accelerate recovery processes, proposing recommendations for disaster 

managers on how cultural values can be used for citizen empowerment 

- To explore citizens’ uptake – or rejection- of different technologies in disaster 

preparation, response and recovery, exploring how different technology acceptance 

cultures can contribute to both successful disaster management and enhancement of 

citizens’ coping strategies 

In this overall framework, WP3 – "Culltural factors and technologies" aims to “understand the 

use of technologies by citizens from disaster preparation to disaster recovery, how these 

technologies are adopted or not by different groups in the population, the influence of cultural 

factors in this context, and how professional could make better use of these technologies in 

disaster mitigation”, as explained in the DoA. In order to achieve this goal, WP3 will use 

“existing desk studies, case studies and empirical studies to explore and evaluate how 

technologies can benefit from these cultural differences resulting in hazard-specific services or 

applicatons that transcend national geographical and cultural ‘borders’”.  

As final output of the task 3.1, the deliverable presents a literature review and state of the art 

on how cultural factors impact technology use related to a disaster.  

The deliverable has been prepared by the EMSC team and benefitted from inputs from all 

CARISMAND partners, especially CNR and UNIFI. The definitions used in the deliverable are 

consistent with those used in other deliverables of the project, such as D8.1. The literature 

review findings presented in this deliverable are complementary with the work achieved in WP4 

about risk perception and in WP7 about citizens’ empowerment. Consequences of these 
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findings on disaster management are mentioned in conclusion and could support the 

construction of the toolkit.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Importance of Technologies in Disaster 

Management 

 

Technology has always been involved in humanitarian response and crisis management. For 

instance, radio is a technology that has helped for decades to broadcast vital information and 

continues to do so to this day (Sandvik et al. 2014). However, technologies have been deeply 

and quickly transforming disaster management over the last decade. Smartphones, social 

media, the Internet, and even drones have become an essential part of disaster response, 

prevention and recovery. Indeed, they have changed the way crises are prevented, detected 

and responded to. The data necessary for crisis management is collected differently, and the 

very nature of this data may be different, or more precise from a geographical point of view, for 

instance with geolocated tweets (Lagadec 2008). Cross-country studies have shown that 

increased cell phone penetration reduces deaths during a disaster, further demonstrating how 

new technologies are changing disaster response (Toya & Skidmore 2015). 

Numerous examples and can be found all over the world, from Facebook Safety check during 

the Paris terrorist attacks in November 2015, to the PetaJakarta1 project which aims at mapping 

floods in Jakarta, via data collected on Twitter. Internet access has even been declared a basic 

human right in a 2011 U.N. report2 and is such a necessity that during the aftermath of the 

Amatrice earthquake in August 2016 the Italian Red Cross asked people to open access to their 

Wi-Fi3 (Figure 1.1).  

                                                      
1 http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2015/02/04/peta-jakarta-gets-netizens-report-floods.html  
2 http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/17session/A.HRC.17.27_en.pdf , accessed 28/09/2016 
3http://uk.businessinsider.com/red-cross-asks-italians-earthquake-disaster-area-turn-off-wi-fi-passwords-2016-
8?r=US&IR=T, accessed 12/09/16 

http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2015/02/04/peta-jakarta-gets-netizens-report-floods.html
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/17session/A.HRC.17.27_en.pdf
http://uk.businessinsider.com/red-cross-asks-italians-earthquake-disaster-area-turn-off-wi-fi-passwords-2016-8?r=US&IR=T
http://uk.businessinsider.com/red-cross-asks-italians-earthquake-disaster-area-turn-off-wi-fi-passwords-2016-8?r=US&IR=T
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Figure 1.1 The Italian Red Cross asking on Twitter to open access to Wi-Fi after Amatrice earthquake [Screenshot 30/08/16] 

 

Because technology is becoming more and more powerful, autonomous and widespread, it is of 

great necessity for disaster managers and decision makers to understand the adoption and uses 

of those various technologies in all phases of disaster management, and for every type of 

disaster. This knowledge will help them to make a better (and culturally aware) use of 

technology in their crisis management methods and to better take into account the way citizens 

use technology.  

The use of social media during a disaster has been well documented during the last few years 

(Dufty 2012; Fraustino et al. 2012), but few studies have focused on the other new technologies 

and even fewer mention culture. For instance, in the 2013 World disaster report that focuses 

specifically on technology in humanitarian action, the wording root “cultur*”4 only appears 23 

times over more than 200 pages. Cultural factors have been found to impact risk perception 

(Paton et al. 2000; Sjoberg 2000; Tansey & O’Riordan 1999) and behavior (Harris 2012; Lavigne 

et al. 2008). But the use of technology also varies around the world and within communities, 

depending on cultural factors like gender roles (Gefen & Straub 1997; Li & Kirkup 2007), or 

                                                      
4 Meaning words starting with « cultur », such as “culture” or “cultural”, excluding words containing “cultur” such 
as “agriculture” for instance. 
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Hofstede’s cultural dimensions5 (Straub et al. 1997). Thus, there is a need to gather information 

about how people use all technologies during a disaster, and how cultural factors may affect 

their adoption and use, not only in responses phases, but also during the prevention and 

recovery phases. We will also consider the gap between disaster managers’ technology 

adoption and use on the one hand and citizens’ practices on the other hand.  

 

1.2. Definitions and Research Considerations 

 

In order to understand the impact of cultural factors in technology adoption and use during a 

disaster, we first need to define some key concepts and to question them. For consistency in 

the project, we will refer here to the definitions proposed in WP8, and especially in D8.1. 

The various definitions of disaster gather the notions of “unpredictability and negative 

consequences, which the affected community cannot cope with.”6 Disasters are social 

phenomena and are intrinsically linked to socio-cultural aspects. Here we will explore all types 

of hazards, natural, man-made and technological disasters, whether they are caused 

intentionally or not. As found in D4.1, the distinction between man-made and natural disasters 

is complex and makes less and less sense to citizens. Thus we will not consider them separately, 

unless a clear distinction is found in citizens’ attitudes. The disasters we will look at have 

different time-scales, with either low or fast onset and short or long-term effects. Indeed 

technology adoption and use may be different depending on the time scale of the disaster as 

citizens might use different devices or use them differently if they are, for instance, in an 

emergency or if they have a few hours to prepare before the event. This may also be true for 

recurrent disasters compared to unprecedented ones. Previous events that contribute to the 

disaster and risk culture (Holm 2012) should also be considered. 

Regarding technology adoption, we need to go beyond the notion of disaster and also consider 

risk. As stated in D8.1, risk has an objective (existing probabilities of something negative 

happening) and a subjective dimension. In the subjective dimension, what matters is the 

perception of this probability; which varies according to cultural factors (Sjoberg 2000). Here we 

will focus more on risk perception than on objective risk as it may have an impact on technology 

use in case of a disaster, even though risk perception is not strongly correlated with change in 

behavior (Lavigne et al. 2008).  

                                                      
5 Hofstede's cultural dimensions theory, developed by Geert Hofstede, describes the effects of a society's culture 
on the values of its members and how these values relate to behaviour. This is further described in CARISMAND 
D8.1. 
6 CARISMAND, D8.1 
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Culture is a much more complex and controversial term to define (Eliot 1948). We will here 

agree on the definition proposed by D8.1 and understand culture as “a set of core values, 

attitudes, beliefs and behaviors that are shared, understood and valued by a community and 

that informs their lifestyle, their patterns of understanding and their decision making”. It is also 

impacted by the history of the community or people’s professional culture. Based on Hofstede’s 

(2016) work, we will not only focus on cultural dominants/dimensions7 but also on cultural 

variables. We will look at, for example, individualism, the lack of trust in established authority, 

gender roles8 and uncertainty avoidance9. But in order to get a complete view of cultural factors 

that may impact technology adoption during a disaster we will also pay attention to national 

and local cultures, language and generational cultures. In order to avoid building stereotyped 

categories, one should keep in mind that each human being is the result of and influenced by a 

set of different cultural patterns.  

In general, culture and technology use are strongly linked and impact each other. On the one 

hand, cultural factors have a strong impact on technology use as will be described in section 3.1. 

On the other hand, technology use impacts culture as it gives access to different cultures 

around the world, allows one to create or gather different communities, and even creates 

specific cultural frameworks such as the cell phone culture (Goggin 2006), the hacking culture 

(Riemens 2002), or the Internet culture (Dagnaud 2011). We will discuss these specific links 

between culture and technology in section 4. We should also keep in mind that culture is a 

constantly evolving framework, and should not be considered as static.  

Finally, we will adopt a wide definition of technology, which also has multiple definitions. 

Literally, a technology is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as “the application of scientific 

knowledge for practical purposes, especially in industry” or "machinery and devices developed 

from scientific knowledge.” In layman’s terms, we use technology to solve a problem, and in our 

daily lives we use technology all day long, for work, communication, transportation, data 

protection, entertainment and/or education. It can be a product, a process or an organization. 

In the strict sense a technology is not necessarily new or connected (to other devices or to the 

Internet), for instance the wheel is considered a technology. But in this deliverable, we will 

focus on a more common definition of technology and take into consideration mostly “new” 

technologies that rose over the last decades. These technologies are often referred to as ICT: 

Information and Communication Technologies. On the whole, what all these technologies have 

                                                      
7 “Cultural dominants are those traits, shared by more than one specific national culture and that determine the 
frame under which events and life situations will be read by the majority of its members” (CARISMAND D8.1) 
8 The concept of gender roles refers to a set of societal norms dictating the types of behaviour considered, in a 
specific ommunity, as appropriate for people, based on their perceived sex. Gender is considered here as the state 
of being male or female, linked to social and cultural differences as opposed to sex which refers to biological ones. 
9 For more details about Hofstede work and cultural dominants, see the complete description in CARISMAND D8.1 
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in common is to help reduce spatio-temporal boundaries (Green 2002; Prasopoulou et al. 2006; 

Wattegama 2014).  

The distinction between adoption and use needs to be made. Indeed, adoption refers to the 

possession rates of devices, or the usage of a specific tool. It can be measured quantitatively, by 

the number of people who access the Internet every day or the number of people who possess 

a Facebook account for instance. In contrast, use refers to a more qualitative approach and 

describes the way people use technology, what they do on their devices, how they perceive the 

social media they use, for what purpose they do it and so on. We will then study both devices 

(for instance smartphones, mobile phones, drones) and uses (social media, Internet, pictures, 

applications etc.). If cultural factors impact the way technologies are shaped and designed, they 

also impact the usages. Specific attention will be paid to the way technologies are appropriated. 

As people use a set of various technologies we should keep in mind to study their use and 

adoption not only separately, technology by technology, but also in general, as an ecosystem 

(Cadwell & O’Brien 2016). We should also check the interconnection between the technologies’ 

usage. Moreover, as technologies are highly cultural the same technology will be grasped in 

various ways by users from all over the planet. For instance, if we consider a social media like 

Facebook, studies have shown that uses vary not only depending on socio-demographic 

variables such as gender, hometown, and year in school (Park et al. 2009), but also depending 

on countries (Alhabash et al. 2012; Dhaha & Igale 2013). Moreover its use is evolving through 

time (Lampe et al. 2008). 

Starting from the mentioned definitions and considerations, the purpose of this deliverable will 

be to analyse how cultural factors, in their wide acceptance, impact technology adoption and 

use in disaster and risk management, and with specific focus on ICT. 

 

1.3. Methodology 

 

This study is based mainly on a literature review. Sources were found through a variety of 

sources such as academic literature, blog posts of researchers and emergency actors (like 

Patrick Meier’s blog10 for instance) publicly available reports and press articles. Due to language 

skills considerations, only articles in English and French were looked for but case studies about 

all cultural areas were found. We adopted an all hazard approach as no systematic difference 

was found in technology adoption and use depending on the type of disaster. 

                                                      
10 https://irevolutions.org/ 
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In the literature review culture was found to be quite rare when studying technology use during 

a disaster. Thus we also based the deliverable on several case studies, as they are 

complementary with a more theoretical approach (Flyvbjerg 2006). We also completed the data 

collection through a questionnaire, sent to CARISMAND partners between June and September 

2016. The questionnaire was intended to collect evidence of cultural differences in technology 

adoption. Partners were asked about technology use in their country, cultural aspects and case 

studies. Informal consultations were also included, both with CARISMAND partners as well as 

prominent experts and experienced practitioners in the field. 

Two main difficulties were found in the research about cultural factors and technology use 

during a disaster. Firstly, data about users are kept secret by the technologies’ businesses due 

to the competitive market. Most of the time, it wasn’t possible to access them. Moreover, in 

the literature, most surveys use data that can be collected “easily” such as a number of tweets, 

but very little was found about the sociological profile of the people who actually tweet. 

Secondly, technologies evolve quickly and so does technology use (Vidal 2013). In this sense, 

scientific research about technology can be quickly outdated and should be taken with caution. 

For the same reason, this deliverable should be updated from time to time. 

During a disaster people will tend to use a technology that meets their needs and that they are 

familiar with. As such, this report will focus firstly on how culture influences citizens’ needs 

during a disaster and secondly on how culture affects technological use even before a disaster 

strikes (and already existing digital divides). Furthermore, the literature review will also look at 

how culture specifically affects technology use and adoption in the case of a disaster. Lastly, the 

findings from the literature review will be illustrated through the use of two case studies: one 

focusing on heat wave and another from the analysis of EMSC (Euro-Mediterranean 

Seismological Center) earthquake crowdsourced detection system. 
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2. Why Do People Adopt and Use Technology 

during a Disaster: the Question of Needs and 

Perceived Usefulness 

 

The literature about technology mostly comes from marketing research and business 

organisation studies which have an objective to discover whether or not a new technology will 

be used in companies. It was shown that technology adoption is facilitated when cognitive, 

emotional and contextual concerns are addressed, but more importantly when a technology is 

perceived as useful (Straub 2009). More than usefulness itself, what is then at stake is the 

personal and subjective idea of the technology’s usefulness. Perceived usefulness was found to 

be even more important than perceived ease of use (Davis 1989; Islam et al. 2013; Kocour 

2014). Islam et al. also found technological compatibility11 to be an important factor for 

technology acceptance in Bangladesh. 

Thus, people will use a technology that is available to them and meets their needs (Kang 2014), 

or at least if they think it does (Fraustino et al. 2012). To understand technology adoption and 

use during a disaster we thus need to understand their needs during all phases of the disaster 

and how they can vary or not depending on cultural factors.  

 

2.1. A Cultural Need for Information 

 

Information is key during every stage of the disaster cycle and is a rather universal need (Perko 

et al. 2013). Furthermore, it was declared a basic need by the International Federation of Red 

Cross and Red Crescent Societies which stated that “people need information as much as water, 

food, medicine or shelter”(International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent 2005). 

People expect to find accurate and timely information on different channels and from a range of 

                                                      
11 Technological compatibility allows devices and tools to work together, without having to buy a whole new set of 
them. 
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actors that they can trust12. Trust is here a key notion and will impact the source of the sought 

information (The Heritage Foundation 2012).  

On the whole, people need information but the way to seek information may vary as well as the 

type of information they are looking for. In the USA for instance, ethnic studies lead by Spence 

et al. (2007) found differences in the way of seeking out information during Hurricane Katrina 

between whites and non-whites. Non-whites were more likely to rely on interpersonal 

connections to find out about the impending evacuation (Spence et al. 2007). Young people (18-

24) were also found to have different informational habits, as they are often informed by 

“inadvertence”, through social media while they were not seeking information (Dagnaud 2016). 

This implies that they may be developing different ways of getting information during a disaster. 

The need for information not only depends on the type of disaster and the pace of it (Wein et 

al. 2016), but also from cultural factors that we are going to explore henceforth. 

 

2.1.1. Information Needs about Disaster Preparedness 

The need for information was found to be impacted by the risk culture within the community as 

“communities living around disaster areas have certain indigenous knowledge about disasters, 

which are either built on experiences, stories throughout generations or via art.” (Harris 2012) 

In cases such as these, the need to seek for more information may be lower compared to other 

situations. Wein and colleagues also noticed that the cultural appetence for scientific 

information impacts the type of information people are seeking out before and after a disaster 

(Wein et al. 2016).  

Religion may impact the information needs related to the disaster as it can provide an 

explanation for a disaster. In the literature review many examples of religious explanations for 

disasters were found. In the aftermath of the 2005 Kashmir earthquake, many Islamic leaders 

interpreted the disaster as punishment from God. Both Catholics and Evangelicals in Morolica, 

Honduras, explained the flood after Hurricane Mitch as part of God’s design or punishment 

(Reale 2010). Many researchers and humanitarians then consider religious leaders as people 

who encourage locals to think of disasters as events that cannot be avoided through 

preparedness. This would decrease the perceived need for information about the disaster and 

efficient ways to get prepared.  

In his thesis about older adults’ preparedness, Tuohy (2014) argues that older people have 

special information needs about preparedness as they want to know how they can prepare and 

behave to keep their relative independence during and after a disaster. They also seek 

                                                      
12 IMPROVER EU H2020 project, D4.1, Available at : http://improverproject.eu/2016/06/23/deliverable-4-1-social-
resilience-criteria-for-critical-infrastructures-during-crises/ 
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information about how to evacuate given their limited capacities for instance. However, their 

sources of information did not differ significantly in relation to the general public. 

As found in D4.1, women and minorities show high perceived risk and this influence their 

behavior during the preparedness phase. Studying information-seeking for natural disaster, 

Spence et al. found that women and African Americans were significantly more likely to engage 

in information-seeking than their counterparts. Moreover, the disabled population was less 

likely to do so than the non-disabled (Spence et al. 2007). A prevalent need for information 

among women was also found by Leik et al. especially in order to protect their homes (Leik et al. 

1982). Gender roles also impact the needs for warnings as Turner et al. wrote: “because of their 

social networks and role, women are more likely than men to hear warnings” (Turner et al 

1981). They also found that women feel the need to relay the warnings to their husbands. 

However, this study dates back from 1981 and an update may be necessary as gender role are 

evolving. 

Literacy was found to impact citizen’s need for preparedness information (Burton & Ovadiya 

2014). Multimedia, plain language and visual communication is essential, especially to meet the 

needs of people with low literacy (Friedman et al. 2009).  

In the literature review no other cultural factor was found to impact needs regarding warning in 

case of disaster.  

 

2.1.2. Information Needs during a Disaster 

Intensified information-seeking is a normal response to a disaster event. It is a coping 

mechanism in stressful situations (Zhang 2013). During a disaster, people “begin a recursive 

search for information that can become the basis for new understandings and behavioral 

norms” (Tierney 2009). For instance, after an earthquake, eyewitnesses rapidly turn to the 

Internet to find out information about what they felt (Bossu et al. 2014). People’s priority during 

a disaster is to understand the nature of the threat, then they also need recommendations on 

what they should do for themselves and their family, and then for their pets (Ryan 2012).  

Information needs during a disaster depend on the onset of the crisis (Ryan 2012). She found 

that information needs vary between flash floods and slow floods. The type, source and 

quantity of information needed also vary depending on cultural factors.  

Wray and Jupka found that in the event of a terrorist attack using plague all citizens had the 

same needs in terms of provided information (Wray & Jupka 2004). During 2001 UK floods, 

farmers were also found to have the same informational needs as the rest of the population 

even though they also have specific needs related to their activity (Hagar 2010).  
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Spence et al. found that women and African Americans aggregated more information than the 

other groups studied (Spence et al. 2007). Compared to men, women appeared also to need 

more information about loved-ones safety during a disaster. This has been interpreted as 

related to the traditional cultural and organizational role of women as responsible for stability 

of the domestic group and for children (Wiest et al. 1994). This analysis requires more in-depth, 

geographical and contemporary research.  A study comparing Pakistan and the USA showed 

that in both countries, women are more likely to be responsible for food and water provision, 

for the care and emotional work within the household, and for the protection of their families in 

the immediate disaster period (Drolet et al. 2015). 

The 2005 World Disasters Report pointed out that some informational needs are often 

neglected. For instance, during a disaster children are often missing information to understand 

the situation and their parents are too busy or unable to give them an appropriate explanation. 

It is reported that “an International Federation team, visiting families in Sri Lanka affected by 

the tsunami, found only few activities to provide information and support to children. Adults 

are all busy with their own experiences”(International Federation of Red Cross and Red 

Crescent 2005).  

In the literature no other socio-cultural differences were found to impact information needs 

during a disaster. Ryan found that people expected first information about what has happened 

and what is going to happen, but also about how they should behave and what they should do, 

and this without mentioning cultural differences in this expectation (Ryan 2012). This lead us to 

question information needs during the recovery phase. 

 

2.1.3. Information Needs during the Recovery Phase 

After a disaster strikes, the type of information sought is related to housing and infrastructure 

reconstruction but also (when possible and available) to refunds, business recovery and damage 

assessment. Local governments such as city councils and regional councils are considered as the 

main source of the information (Tagliacozzo & Magni 2016). Studying the earthquake that 

struck Emilia-Romagna (Northern Italy) in 2012, Tagliacozzo and Magni also found that  

“15% of the respondents searched for information on preservation of the historical 

heritage, 13% searched for information on traffic plans and public transportation and 11% 

were interested in information concerning new recovery policies and agencies, 

volunteering and events related to the reconstruction, educational and health services or 

use of donations. The least searched information concerned environmental risks (10%), 

psychosocial support (6%), citizens’ committees and associations (6%) and debris 

management (6 %).”  
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This shows how diverve the information needs are after a disaster. Respondents who held a 

university degree turned out to be the most likely to seek information on funds and refunds. 

However in this study, no other socio-cultural difference was stated as impacting the 

informational needs during this phase of the disaster. Jones also found that people living in 

countries under humanitarian crises focus primarily on shelters and access to employment 

(Jones 2006). 

On the whole, during each phase of the disaster, needs for information vary slightly depending 

on cultural factors. Rather than the nature of the information, what vary may be the source and 

the support of the information (e.g. digital or not, text or visual). Regardless of cultural 

differences, people need to get information in a language they understand. For instance, in 

2005 during Hurricane Katrina, most warnings were disseminated in English only, which led to 

delays in evacuation from the Spanish speaking population. During Hurricane Sandy, most of the 

information about evacuation using public transport was also available exclusively in English, 

whether that be on the public transport authorities’ websites or social media. This was found to 

hinder non-English speaking peoples’ abilities to use the transport (Kaufman et al. 2012).  

It was also found that during all phases of the disaster seeking for information is a way to satisfy 

a need to take action which allows an individual to feel in control of the situation. This is 

specifically the case in cultures that promotes self-empowerment (Spence et al. 2015).  

 

2.2. A Need to Provide and Check Information 

 

Information has become a two ways process and more and more people expect and are 

expected to be information providers. The public expect to be able to take an active role in 

information dissemination if they so desire, as was the case during Boston Marathon bombing 

(Fine Maron 2013) and Hurricane Sandy (Burger et al. 2013). Keim and Noji stated that social 

media “transform people from content consumers into content producers”. Indeed they are 

peer-to-peer based and also “collaborative, decentralized and community driven” (Keim & Noji 

2011). 

This willingness to provide authorities, media and crisis responders with information was found 

to be culturally driven by the use of media and social media (Fine Maron 2013) and contribute 

to a new witnessing culture. Günter ( 2009) has shown how witnessing started to be a cultural 

pattern with the rise of mass media and testimonies in the news. It increased with the use of 

social media as users are constantly posting online parts of their life (Borel 2012; boyd 2014; 

Peters 2009).  
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This witnessing culture became even bigger with the popularization of selfies. One of the many 

functions of selfies is to share with a community a part of your life, to get a proof of what you 

did or the place you were at. In their article, “Selfies: Witnessing and Participatory Journalism 

with a Point of View,” Michael Koliska and Jessica Roberts give the example of people taking 

selfies during the May Day protest in Barcelona in front of trash containers (Figure 2.1), or with 

the Thai Army in Bangkok after the military coup in 2014 (Figure 2.2). What these selfies are 

saying is “I was here”, “I witnessed this event” (Koliska & Roberts 2015).  

 

Figure 2.1 Tourists take a selfie during May Day Protest in Barcelona, Source: nbcnews.com 

 

Figure 2.2 Thai women taking a selfie at a military checkpoint in Bangkok Source: Telegraphindia.com 

 

In March 2016, a British hostage even had a picture of him taken with the hijacker of the 

Egyptair plane he was in (Figure 2.3). He then sent the picture to a friend of his, asking him to 

turn on the news13. This was driven by the witnessing culture and by the will to attest that he 

was part of the crisis. 

                                                      
13 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3514129/Man-took-selfie-EgyptAir-hijacker-revealed-26-year-old-Brit-
held-hostage-plane.html, accessed 07/10/16 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3514129/Man-took-selfie-EgyptAir-hijacker-revealed-26-year-old-Brit-held-hostage-plane.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3514129/Man-took-selfie-EgyptAir-hijacker-revealed-26-year-old-Brit-held-hostage-plane.html
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Figure 2.3 Hostage being taken in picture with the hijacker - Source: Dailymail.co.uk 

 

Selfies are not only a way to provide your relatives with information about your current location 

and activity, but also if they become viral during a crisis they can help to increase situation 

awareness.  

However, the culture of witnessing and information sharing is not globally spread and shared. 

For instance, in rural communities in Uganda, farmers are not used to sharing information, not 

necessarily because they want to keep it secret but more because they don’t know how or who 

to share it with (Akiiki Karamagi & Nakirya 2008).  

In this two-ways flow of information a need for accurate and verified information has also risen 

in some cultures, especially when there is a cultural distrust toward the authorities or the media 

(Jones 2006). A new culture of fact-checking is emerging among journalists and a fringe of the 

readers. It is supported by new digital tools enabling to fact-check in near real-time (Graves 

2016; Goldstein 2007). 

With use, people develop skills and certain cultural practices within online social networks. For 

example, they tend to be aware that some rumors may be spread on social media and tend to 

verify the information. In 2010, (Mendoza et al. 2010) found that “the Twitter community works 

like a collaborative filter of information” as users check information and spread good practices 

through the social media. Studying social media use during the Great East Japan Earthquake, 

Kaigo stated that “ the contagion of false rumors was very rapid through Twitter, but once 

Tweets that negate the false rumors begins to appear, the false rumors decrease quickly on 

Twitter” (Kaigo 2012). 
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2.3. A Need to Get Help and to Help 

 

One of the first needs for victims during a disaster is to ask for help when necessary. In the 

literature review women were found to be more likely than men to seek assistance after a 

natural disaster. They have been found to use their specific social network but also to be more 

likely to receive help from strangers (Fothergill 1996). However, seeking for assistance is riskier 

for women, with an higher risk of rape, such as after Hurricane Katrina (Thornton & Voigt 2007). 

Depending on local culture, help may be asked from emergency services, relatives or religious 

authorities as was found during the CARISMAND citizens’ summits in Bucharest and Malta. 

Further research on who is contacted first when a disaster strike should be engaged. This could 

also include research on the contact flow after a disaster, meaning not only who is contacted 

first and second, but also who the contacted person contacts afterward.  

People affected directly by the disaster were found to be willing to return as fast as possible to 

the area. They were reported to need to check on their towns, on their belongings and loved 

ones, but also to respond to a psychological need to make sense of the events and how it 

affected them (Hughes et al. 2008). The authors also reported that more and more people use 

technologies to fulfil this need and that it enables them to return virtually in the area.  

People who were not directly affected by the disaster expressed a need to help and to use their 

various skills to help out. This need to volunteer was largely documented in the literature and 

found in a wide range of communities and local culture. As stated by Hughes et al (op. cit.) 

“Disasters foster altruism, where people aid those who are in trouble or suffering from the 

disaster.” After the 9/11 attacks, Lowe and Fothergill even qualified this need to volunteer as “a 

desire – even obsession- to “do something” in order to contribute something positive and find 

something meaningful in the midst of a disaster characterized by cruelty and terror” (Lowe & 

Fothergill 2003). According to them for most people the question is not either to volunteer or 

not but how to volunteer.  

Ways to volunteer varies a lot and no study has shown yet how cultural factors may impact the 

effective volunteering actions after a disaster. People can take part in practical onsite actions, or 

donate blood, but they can also help out through technological tools, such as raising money via 

SMS, crowdfunding campaigns, crisis mapping, information sharing or translating (Cadwell & 

O’Brien 2016). During the 1st Citizen Summit held in Bucharest, a participant described his 

willingness to help others by specifically training and advising them on how to use social media 

for information gathering in disaster situations. Men and women were reported to volunteer in 
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different ways, as women turn to actions related to social aspects and men are more likely to go 

for rescue missions and building reconstruction efforts (Denlay & Shrader 2000). 

Nevertheless, if the need to volunteer was found in all local culture, some cultural factors may 

influence the effective actions taken. Smith (1994) noted that most research has found that 

participation to be influenced by context, social background and personality. People with higher 

education level and higher incomes are the most likely to volunteer, so are women and people 

with higher occupational status. People in large urban areas were less likely to volunteer than 

people in rural areas. He also found that psychological traits were important. Empathy and 

morality are positively correlated with volunteering. Positive feelings toward the impacted 

group and feelings of civic duty were also found to have positive impacts on the volunteering 

process (Smith 1994). A cultural sense of community was confirmed to increase volunteering 

actions (Omoto & Snyder 1995). 

But, overall, Tierney et al. concluded that results on what socio-cultural factors impacted the 

need to volunteer and the effective volunteer’s acts were contradictory. More research should 

be done on that topic (Tierney et al. 2001). They also pointed out that before official responders 

arrive, the first spontaneous volunteers are people on the scene, usually members of the 

affected community.  

Some of the more recent research focuses on the cultural aspect of disaster tourism. Indeed 

more and more tourists come to visit areas affected by disaster (Kendra & Wachtendorf 2003). 

However, results tend to show that they do not only do it to satisfy their curiosity but also to 

find a way to help. After the tsunami that hit Phuket Island, both Thai and Scandinavian tourists 

came by curiosity about the outcome of the disaster, but they were also motivated by safety 

and desire to help others, especially women, but no difference was found between Thai and 

Scandinavians (Rittichainuwat 2007), demonstrating that willingness to help in case of a disaster 

may be related to the cultural effects of gender roles, but not to nationality backgrounds. 

 

2.4. Catharsis and Emotional Needs 

 

In the aftermath of a disaster victims express a need for emotional support and companionship. 

(Perez-Lugo 2004) 

For the deceased’s’ relatives and the community, there is a universal need to memorialize 

victims, even though the ways to do so are strongly related to local cultural practices (Hopwood 

2011; Ibreck 2010). Studying the way Nepalese memorialized victims after the earthquake, 

Robins (2014) confirmed that this process addresses both the emotional and the social needs 

after a disappearance and contributes to the resilience of the families. He argues that the 
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families commemorated their missing relatives (they didn’t know whether they were dead or 

alive) through objects that would commemorate the missing person and be useful to the 

community (Robins 2014).  

Even people who were not directly affected by the disaster need to express their feelings, share 

sympathy with the victims or even to mourn the dead they never personally knew, as Lisbeth 

Klastrup showed in the article “ ’I didn’t know her, but…’: parasocial mourning of mediated 

deaths on Facebook RIP pages” (Klastrup 2014). It was found that online mourning allowed 

users to meet new needs like talking publicly about the grieving period (Walter 2015). The use 

of social media has changed, or at least developed new ways to mourn and thus it has created 

new needs that are culturally impacted by the previous uses of social media.  

Cultural practices in social media usage also created a need to show support in general (and not 

only mourning) after a disaster. For instance, after Hurricane Matthew people asked to show 

support with Haiti and asked Facebook to provide a flag to change their profile picture14. Bill 

Ellis (2001) explained that reaction by the fact that when a disaster occurs people are 

“encouraged to view and review visual images of destruction that would normally stimulate 

them to act” (Ellis 2001). But as the event may be distant, they actually can’t do much to help 

directly and in an efficient way. This is why they need to take more symbolic action, to express 

their solidarity.  

Moreover, meeting this need helps with the recovery process and is important as stated by Qu 

et al. (2011) in their article about microblogging after the 2010 Yushu earthquake in China:  

“Although emotion-related and opinion-related messages do not seem to be directly useful 

in disaster response, it is important to have such social interactions at a societal level in 

response to major disasters. People expressed depression, anger, sadness and they sought 

for emotional help. At the same time, the community members exchanged opinions on 

many disaster-related issues. It is part of a process where the society forms mass opinions 

and social norms. For example, both emotion-related and opinion-related messages 

peaked on the national mourning day, which provided a chance for the community to 

mourn and reflect on the disaster”(Qu et al. 2011). 

On the whole, need during all phases of the disaster are linked to cultural and socio-

demographic factors such as gender roles, age, education, ethnicity, religion, witnessing culture 

and fact-checking culture but also volunteering culture and community sense.  

 

                                                      
14 https://www.bustle.com/articles/188567-where-is-the-pray-for-haiti-facebook-filter-heres-one-way-to-support-
the-country-after, Accessed 10/10/2016 

https://www.bustle.com/articles/188567-where-is-the-pray-for-haiti-facebook-filter-heres-one-way-to-support-the-country-after
https://www.bustle.com/articles/188567-where-is-the-pray-for-haiti-facebook-filter-heres-one-way-to-support-the-country-after
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2.5. Technologies Can Meet These Needs 

 

As found in the literature review and described above, cultural factors impact the needs during 

all phases of disasters. However, technology was found to be able to meet these needs. Indeed, 

ICT was reported to “enhance adaptation capacity and supports feedback, ensure information 

access, enables active participation, [and] reduces vulnerability” (Aydin et al. 2016). 

ICT can improve awareness as it helps to communicate information. Moreover, technologies 

can make preparedness more appealing and fun, with virtual reality for instance (Chen et al. 

2012). Technology enables citizens to have immediate access to warnings, via media, social 

media or relatives, through their mobile phones or smartphones. For instance, the World 

Disasters Report 2005 gave the example of a migrant worker in Singapore who phoned a 

warning to his home village in India and saved hundreds of lives during the Aceh Tsunami in 

2004 (International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent 2005). Technology also gives 

access to updated information, community interaction, and support from others during a 

disaster (Fraustino et al. 2012).  

Social media have indeed proved to meet people’s informational, emotional and response 

needs during all phases of any kind of disaster. Social media are particularly suitable to provide 

information and to technically cope with the massive convergence of eyewitnesses (Bossu et al. 

2014). For instance, in Ecuador, citizens are getting information about earthquakes through the 

Facebook page of the Geophysical Institute of Ecuador15 which has 1.3 million “Likes” for a 

country population of 16 million. In China, after the earthquake of 2010, Chinese used their 

local micro-blogging site Sina-Weibo, the equivalent of Twitter, to get situation updates, but 

also to express their opinion and their emotional support. Calls for action were also spread (Qu 

et al. 2011). The way Chinese citizens used this microblogging site was not different than the 

way citizens from western parts of the world use Twitter during a similar disaster. Thus, for 

techno-political reasons, they adopted a different technology, but they did so for the same 

purposes. 

Technology, and especially social media, was found to have a positive psychological impact on 

people after a disaster as it helps them to feel emotionally relieved and part of a “like-minded 

community” (Neubaum et al. 2014). Another example is the Filipinos’ use of Social media after 

the Typhoon Haiyan in 2013. Survivors used these platforms to reassure their relatives. Social 

media also provided a means for residents to share their common emotions and feelings, which 

play an important part in the social construction of their experience. Finally, it became a virtual 

venue for survivors to manage their feelings and memories by documenting and memorializing 

                                                      
15 https://www.facebook.com/instituto.geofisico last accessed 24 Oct. 2016 
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their experience, even after the disaster, during the long recovery phase (Tandoc & Takahashi 

2016).  

Media, social media and text message applications also help isolated individuals to feel 

connected with the “outside world” after a disaster. Technologies support companionship 

(Perez-Lugo 2004). On the other hand, technology can also support disaster visuals sharing, on 

YouTube for instance (Fraustino et al. 2012). Even if these visuals can be shoking they are part 

of the emotional process, and a survey showed that “persistence and replay are crucial 

attributes in the design of social media tools for users to seek emotional support and to engage 

with others in larger space and time” (Wilensky 2012). 

With technology evolution, the above-mentioned needs can be met even more efficiently. For 

instance, people were reported to be used to watch television and the news in the hope to see 

one of their relatives that could have been in the area. New and more efficient tools have now 

appeared that collect data and locate injured, missing and safe people, such as Google people 

finders, or provide crisis maps (Meier 2015). 

As technology is flexible and offers a wide range of uses, hence people will be able to fulfil a 

wide range of needs during a disaster either by using one technology or by using a set of them 

(Dutta-Bergman 2004). For instance, during Hurricane Katrina, both social media and traditional 

media were used to meet information needs (Spence et al. 2007). This study focused also on 

disabilities and showed that both disabled and non-disabled people used the two technologies. 

Disabled people are found to be specifically vulnerable during a disaster (Phibbs et al. 2015; 

Hemingway & Priestley 2016) and more research is needed on their specific use of technology 

during these events. Mobile applications are also reported to be much used and useful during 

disasters for preparedness and response as they meet a variety of people’s need, such as timely 

information, alerts, safety tips etc. (Bachmann et al. 2015). 

Technologies are even more useful given that various different needs may overlap. As Hagar 

(Hagar 2010) showed with her research on farmers’ needs during the 2001 UK floods, farmers 

often seek information about a specific disaster related topic and would find social support at 

the same time. Accordingly, technologies hold the potential to help meeting people’s many and 

diverse needs with a unique device such as a smartphone.  

 

To sum up, both socio-demographic and cultural factors (such as gender roles, ethnicity, age 

religion or witnessing culture) are found to influence citizen’s needs during all phases of a 

disaster. The literature review and case studies (see sections 5.1 and 5.2 below) show that 

technology can indeed meet these needs. However, perceived usefulness to satisfy one’s needs 

is not sufficient to explain technology adoption and use during a disaster. Most citizens will use 

a technology that they are familiar with.  
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3. During a Disaster People Will Tend to Use 

Technology They Are Familiar With 

 

During a disaster, people tend to use the technology that is available to them and that they 

regularly use. This is known as the “familiarity principle”(Steelman et al. 2015). It was found in 

the literature that technology uses during “normal” time were influenced by some cultural 

factors, which we will explore in order to explain the digital divide.  

Nowadays mobile phones and smartphones have been found to be the most used and efficient 

technologies before, and during a disaster.  

After a disaster, some best practices may be adopted by citizens as they are seen as efficient 

and useful in case of a new disaster.  

 

3.1. The Familiarity Principle 

 

In their research on five large wildfires in the USA, Steelman et al, theorized the familiarity 

principle. They argued that during these fires people tended to use the same information 

sources as they did before the fire (Steelman et al. 2015): the actions taken during a disaster, 

especially in terms of information seeking, are driven by the previous use of technology. This 

has been found to be linked to trust and habit and could be associated with reflexes.  

According to this principle, during a disaster citizens will use a technology that they are used to, 

if it is available. For instance during the Paris attacks in November 2015 people tried to use the 

emergency phone lines, as it is what they normally do, but unfortunately the technology could 

not bear such a large amount of calls and went down16. Some others turned to the social media 

they use frequently and tried to gather and provide information on these platforms17. 

In that sense technology adoption and use during a disaster is highly cultural as it is partly the 

result of a pre-existing technology culture. The literature review indicates that cultural factors 

have a significant impact on technology adoption and that culture is shaped by technology uses. 

This is why we need to focus on technology use and adoption before the crisis, in daily life. 
                                                      
16http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/attentats-terroristes-a-paris/20151119.OBS9869/les-attentats-de-paris-
mettent-en-lumiere-l-obsolescence-du-17.html 
17 http://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-34836214 
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3.1.1. Exploring the Digital Divides and Technology Uses 

Originally, the concept of digital divide was used to refer to whether people had access or not to 

digital technologies. But during the last decade the technologies widely spread, and access rates 

worldwide are now very high. The Pew Research Centre reports that in 2016 two-thirds of the 

adults on the planet use the Internet and at least half of them use social media (Pew Research 

Center 2016). However, inequalities linked to countries’ development still exist (Figure3.1) and 

the Internet access is still proportionnaly more expensive in developing countries (Figure 3.2). 

 

 

Figure3.1 Internet access around the world - Source: Pew Research Center 
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Figure 3.2 Cost of broadband subscription as a percentage of averabe yearly income - Source: Mark Graham 

&Stefano de Sabatta, Data: ITU, World Bank 

 

The Pew Research Center also found that smartphone ownership rates are rising strongly, 

especially in developing countries with a median of 35% in 2015. Additionally, mobile phone 

ownership rates are very high in these countries. Indeed, the ITU (International Telegraph 

Union)18 estimated that in 2016 in developed countries there are 126 mobile-cellular telephone 

subscriptions per 100 inhabitants, and 94 per 100 inhabitants in developing countries. 

Researchers who now focus on digital divides are looking more at the differences of intensity 

and nature of IT uses (Horrigan 2016). Now not only are access rates studied, but also examined 

are the skills, frequency of use and how people are able (or not) to solve their problems thanks 

to technologies. Smartphone use and especially application adoption and use varies a lot by 

type, by time and frequency of use, and by number of applications used (Falaki et al. 2010). In 

this section, based on the prolific literature on the topic we will explore and set up an overview 

of the existing and perceived realities of the digital divides. One of the aspects that can explain 

the digital divide relies on technical aspects, such as broadband speed as it is not equal all over 

the planet and the divide in bandwidth even seems to be increasing (Hilbert 2016). Access to IT 

technologies requires access to devices (e.g. computers or phones), networks, and one must not 

forget the necessity of having access to electricity to make new technologies work.  

Access can also be limited for political reasons like in Iran (Aryan et al. 2013). Internet 

censorship was found by Sam Burnett and Nick Feamster to occur in more than 60 countries 

around the world. They also express their concern that “both the number of countries 

                                                      
18 http://www.itu.int/en/Pages/default.aspx 
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practicing censorship and the proportion of Internet users who are subject to it are likely to 

increase” in the incoming years (Burnett & Feamster 2013)19.  

International comparisons have nevertheless shown that the most prevalent factors that could 

explain the digital divide are income and educational levels (Hilbert 2010). Socio-cultural factors 

influencing the digital divide should be explored as one cannot fully understand the adoption 

and use of technologies if culture is not part of the scope (Biljon & Kotzé 2008). 

Before stepping to cultural factors influencing technology adoption, one should come back to 

Rogers’ theory on the diffusion of innovations (Rogers 1962). Globally speaking, the same 

frameworks can be observed for every IT technology (Figure 3.3).  

 

 

Figure 3.3 From E.M. Rogers, The diffusion of innovations, 1962 

 

According to Rogers (1962), the diffusion of innovations starts with two small groups of people, 

the innovators, who take the bigger risks being the first ones to adopt the technology and then 

the early adopters who have a high degree of opinion leadership among the rest of the 

community, sharing their satisfaction with the technology. Both innovators and early adopters 

have a high education level. The early majority have contacts with the early adopters and a 

rather high social status. They adopt the innovations significantly after the early adopters. At 

first very sceptical, the late majority adopt the technology after the average participant. They 

are found to have little opinion leadership. Finally the laggards are reluctant to changes and are 

very traditional. With a low socio-economic status, they are the last ones to adopt an 

innovation. 

                                                      
19 More about Internet freedom over the world can be found here: https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-
net/freedom-net-2016 (accessed 10/10/2016) 

https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/freedom-net-2016
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/freedom-net-2016
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Given this dynamic perspective, culture has an impact on technology adoption as it shapes the 

groups of adopters. In this section we will take both a static view (the actual picture of uses and 

adoption) and, wherever possible, a dynamic one (by pointing out the evolution). We will focus 

mainly on technologies that are already widely spread or are expected to be in few years, such 

as social media, Internet or smartphones because they are the most adopted ones and have a 

stronger impact during crisis. Technologies in an earlier phase of diffusion – such as drones 

mapping - will be dealt with in section 4.10.2. 

 

3.1.1.1. Age and Generation Effects 

Age seems to be the first socio-demographic factor which relates to culture and that could 

explain the digital divide. Studying the Swiss digital divide, Friemel showed that only a quarter 

of the Swiss seniors are onliners, and that “for seniors older than 70 years, the relation between 

age and Internet use seems not to be linear but rather exponential” (Friemel 2014). 

However, more than the age effect, what seems to be relevant is the concept of generation as 

defined by Giddens (1991). According to him, “a generation is a distinct kinship cohort or order 

which sets the individual’s life within a sequence of collective transitions”, i.e. generations and 

related cultural practices are embedded in societal changes. Accordingly, generations now 

appear to be deeply organized around the technology uses. This led Marc Prensky to talk about 

digital natives and digital immigrants (Prensky 2001), terms which are now largely used among 

researchers but also in the media. 

The fact that young people are overrepresented in the total population as technology users has 

been widely acknowledged and researched (Bingham et al. 1999; Ólafsson et al. 2013). Not only 

do they have a higher access rate and a more regular use, but younger users also show a wider 

range of different uses. For instance they are found to be more active on some social media. 

Studying the digital divide on Twitter, Grant Blank (2016) showed that British and American 

Twitter users are generally younger, wealthier (and for the British, more educated) than the rest 

of the population, but also than the online population (Blank 2016). 

The reasons for massive adoption of technologies by young people are mainly cultural as they 

were born with it and their sociability relies partly, but in an essential way, on technologies and 

social media (boyd 2014). New generations were also found to adapt faster to new features and 

to adopt new technologies in general, as found in China during the transition between mobile 

phones and smartphones (Zhou et al. 2014). 

This generation gap was found for every country in the literature review and confirmed by the 

review conducted with project partners; even though in terms of access the gap is tightening, 

especially for the most widespread technologies such as Internet or mobile phones (and even 

smartphones). 
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Few differences in this digital divide were found to depend on geographic areas. For instance, 

the Pew Research Center (Pew Research Center 2015) stated that  

“as with internet accesss, Millenials (ages 18-34) are more likely than older generations to 

own a smartphone in virtually every country surveyed (the lone exception being Ethiopia). 

And unlike Internet rates, the larger generational divides on smartphone ownership are 

found among European nations. For example, 85% of French 18-34 own a smartphone 

compared with 35% of French people who are 35 or older, a 50 percentage point 

difference. Similarly, gaps are found in Poland (+50) and Germany (+42)”. 

The interest for studies about the uses of IT technologies by elderly citizens is more recent, 

which is partially due to a marketing interest20. If elderly people are now increasingly using IT 

technologies, they still have a more restraint use of these tools. As van Deursen and van Dijk 

found: “the original digital divide of physical internet access has evolved into a divide that 

includes differences in skills to use the internet.”(van Deursen & van Dijk 2011). These 

differences of uses amongst the “seniors” could be partly explained, according to Friemel 

(op.cit) by the pre-retirement computer use21. 

This difference in use between different generations is harder to identify and document. Maria 

Scheiber takes the example of digital photography to show that elderly people use photography 

in an intensive way, at a level similar to younger people. The digital divide is, therefore, far from 

simple and “the ‘two worlds apart’ assumption (young vs. elderly people) is too simplistic” (Paul 

& Stegbauer 2015). Other factors like gender roles or education still play an important role for 

adoption and use of technology. 

 

3.1.1.2. Gender and Gender Role 

Gender, but also gender roles are often cited as one of the factors that could explain difference 

in adoption and uses for technologies. 

In a recent study the Pew research center showed that in many countries men are still more 

likely than women to use the Internet (Pew Research Center 2015). This is especially the case in 

Sub-Saharan Africans Nations. Nevertheless, the report also stated that significant differences in 

gender can be found in European countries such as France, the UK or Germany. Results are 

presented in Figure3.1. 

                                                      
20 Definitions of the elderly vary from research to research and can include people aged from 50 years old (Paul & 
Stegbauer 2015). 
21 The definition of the senior category varies from studies to studies, here, Friemel take into account people from 
50 years old, all of them are not retired. Indeed in his study he considers people aged of 50 years old and more, not 
all of them are retired and not all of them have used a computer before retiring. 
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Figure 3.4 Gender differences in Internet access around the world. Source - Pew Research Centre 

 

Differences in terms of access were found for instance in a study by the World Wide Web 

Foundation, which found that only 20% of women from Nairobi's slums are connected to the 

internet compared to 57% of men (World Wide Web Foundation 2015). In many communities 

the lower access of women to technology is linked to their lower economic level and social 

status. They were also found to have, in average, a lower education level and thus fewer skills 

to use technologies (Wasserman & Richmond-Abbott 2005).  

Despite the differences in access, differences in skills and uses were also found in the literature 

review, but not all authors agreed on that topic (van Deursen & van Dijk 2011). Indeed, in a 
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study about digital uses among seniors, Friemel found with a logistic regression that, if 

controlled for education, income, technical interest, pre-retirement computer use and marital 

status, differences in gender disappeared for duration of uses (Friemel 2014). Hilbert also 

proved that if women in Latin America and Africa have fewer access and use to ICT it is because 

of “their unfavourable conditions with respect to employment, education and income”. He even 

found that at equal status, women turn out to be more active users than men (Hilbert 2011). 

Hargittai & Shafer (2006) found no significant difference in Internet skills between men and 

women but asserted that women self-assessed their skills in a significantly lower way than men 

which, again is rather related to gender roles than to gender itself. Similar results were found 

about Chinese and British students in a comparative study (Li & Kirkup 2007). 

But if the skills are not very different, at least in the richer countries where the technologies 

access rates are similar, men and women were still found to have different uses. For example, 

Schwartz et al found gender differences in the use of social media (Schwartz et al. 2013). They 

found for example that “females used more emotion words (e.g., ‘excited’), and first-person 

singulars, and they mention more psychological and social processes (e.g., ‘love you’ and ‘<3’ –a 

heart). Males used more swear words, object references (e.g., ‘Xbox’)”. This corroborates Helen 

Nowicka’s finding about women making use of social media in a way that is more about their 

own sociability than men, and thus do not use exactly the same social media, or use them 

differently (Nowicka 2014). 

Online and offline behaviours are tightly linked (Gille 2013; Denouël 2009; Back et al. 2010), 

thus technology use is sensible to interests and social practices, which are socially constructed 

and gendered influenced. For instance, women were found to share more pictures and videos 

online (Duggan 2013), or to use more apps to stop smoking (Kaur Ubhi et al. 2015), but these 

differences can also be found offline as their photography practices are different (Janning & 

Scalise 2015) and they have more incentive to stop smoking, especially related to pregnancy 

(Cahill & Perera 2015). 

Differences in uses have also been found within female population in rural communities in 

Kenya. Women’s uses of technologies are not homogenous. Murphy & Priebe (2011) showed 

that mobile phones are used differently depending on the marital status, and the distance to 

the rest of the family for instance. Nevertheless, it became a tool of solidarity between women, 

as suggests the title of the article “My co-wife can borrow my mobile phone” (Murphy & Priebe 

2011) as well as a way to be better be included in the society and to be linked to the urban 

communities. 
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3.1.1.3. Urban and Rural Areas 

Significant differences have been documented in the literature regarding the divide between 

urban and rural technology adoption and uses.  

Traditionally, in the adoption cycle of a technology, the early adopters (Rogers 1962) are 

located in urban areas and are entrepreneurs. Studying mobile phone adoption and use in rural 

areas of African countries, Murphy and Priebe showed that it was made in an adaptive way. 

Users developed alternative usages (like sharing handsets or “flashing recipients”22) to bypass 

the technical barriers and economic constraints (Murphy & Priebe 2011). 

In addition to a weaker Internet access in rural areas, rural internet users seem to be 

disadvantaged also by the social environment that is less technology-oriented as was found in a 

study about pupils in China (Li & Ranieri 2013). Indeed, this study found that in rural areas 

students are disadvantaged compared to urban students as they score lower on digital access, 

but also in autonomy of use and social support.  

If technologies like mobile phones seem to lead to more empowerment of farmers and women 

in rural areas (Murphy & Priebe 2011), other studies have shown a lack of interest for 

technologies among some communities. Studying technology adoption among 900 Irish 

farmers, Hennessy et al found that farmers living alone have a much more limited access to 

tools such as computers than in larger dairy farms. They were also found to have a weaker 

interest in these tools. The authors mentioned that technologies adoption should be 

encouraged in order to tackle social isolation. Here the lack of interest in adoption could be 

linked to the fact that, in the survey, the computer would be used mostly for business purposes 

(Hennessy et al. 2016). 

 

3.1.1.4. Religion  

The link between religion and technology adoption is less clear. Most studies focus on the 

impact of technology uses especially social media and internet in general, on religious belief and 

practice. Allen Downey found that in the USA, higher Internet use was correlated to a lower 

probability to have a religious affiliation. She argues that part of the correlation can indeed be 

explained by Internet use itself (Downey 2014). The potential relationships between the two 

phenomena are too complex to establish direct links, as found in the literature review, and the 

debate is still open (Kong 2001).  

                                                      
22 This practice consists in dialing a number, let it ring once or twice, and then hang up before the person called is 
able to touch a button. One usually expects to be called back right away. This practice is also called ‘biper’. More 
about these practices are available in (Hahn & Kibora 2008) 
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During the literature review a lot of mobile applications were found to be related to religious 

practice, such as apps to help Muslims to observe Ramadan, programs to point to Mecca or to 

share pictures with religious quotes23.  

Nevertheless, when technologies like the Internet or social media are perceived by parents or 

educators as a threat to the religious faith or moral, religion can appear as an obstacle to 

technology adoption. For instance, in Indonesian Muslim communities, mothers were found to 

manage their children’s use of internet so that it is compatible with Islamic principles (Rahayu, 

Lim 2016). The link between religion and technology adoption would require more research. 

 

3.1.1.5. Education 

Education and education level are recognised as impacting technology adoption. If we follow 

Rogers’ cycle of technology diffusion, early adopters are often found to be highly educated 

people. This is why the surveys on mobile phone users dating back from the years 2008 or 2009 

for instance report smartphones users as having a high level of education. But with the 

expansion of the technology this is no longer the case in a lot of countries and few differences in 

possession rates are found (Lane & Manner 2010). For the USA the Pew Research Center 

reports for social media an adoption rate of 76% for those with college or graduate degrees, 

70% of those with some college education and 54 % for those who have a high school diploma 

or less (this share has increased tenfold since 2005) (Perrin 2015). 

Nevertheless, differences in skills and usages still remain. Users with a high education level are 

often found to have more skills than others (Hargittai 2010) and their use of social media may 

vary. Twitter users were reported to be proportionally more educated than the rest of online 

population (Blank, op.cit) and than Facebook users (Pew Research Center 2011). Statistically 

significant correlations were found between followed accounts on Twitter and education level 

(Culotta et al. 2015). Moreover, Stokes and Senkbeil reported for instance that “generally, 

Facebook usage before the tornado24 was inversely proportional to education level, with the 

exception of those with an associate’s degree” (Stokes & Senkbeil 2016). 

Education in school influence technology adoption, not only depending on equipement rates in 

schools (Wastiau et al. 2013), but also on teachers perception of technology usefulness for 

educating purposes, which was found to be cultural (Perrotta 2013). Parenting has also an 

impact on technology uses as parents may try to educate their children so that they, according 

to their parents, make suitable use of such technologies, as mentioned in the Indonesian 

Muslim case in section 3.1.1.4. 

                                                      
23 http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/technology-science/technology/ramadan-2015-best-apps-help-5898450, 
accessed 08/10/2016 
24 The study is about the 2011 Tuscaloosa–Birmingham (Alabama) tornado. 

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/technology-science/technology/ramadan-2015-best-apps-help-5898450
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3.1.1.6. Professional Culture  

The example of Irish farmers mentioned above p21 (Hennessy et al. 2016) shows that one of the 

factors that influences the adoption of technologies is the professional environment. 

The concept of professional refers to patterns and traits expressed by a particular group that 

belongs to a certain profession or a certain firm. This field has been much explored by 

management researchers with a wide range of modelizations and theories (such as TAM – 

technology acceptance model). Most of the professions are covered, from medical staff (Park & 

Chen 2007) to physicians (Chismar & Wiley-Patton 2003) and different national settings also (Al-

Gahtani 2003).  

If culture was not taken into account in the first models, cross-national surveys on technology 

acceptance have shown that culture played, in fact, an important role in the attitude toward 

technologies (Straub 1994). This is especially true for national culture, organizational cultures 

and the corporate cultures.  

Even more interesting here is that the adoption of technology for professional reasons has an 

impact on more private uses of this technology. This was the case for mobile phones for 

instance (Biljon & Kotzé 2008) or for mobile internet (Kim et al. 2007). In this last article the 

authors argue that employees easily adopt a technology that they use for work purpose 

especially because the cost is borne by their company. Then, once they have used it in their 

professional lives, they start to adapt their use to more personal purposes. This is, for instance, 

how many executives started adopting the Internet or mobile phones.  

 

3.1.1.7. Community sense 

Community sense may have an impact on technology adoption as suggested by many studies 

(Kijsanayotin et al. 2009). Strong links within a community increase the propensity of its 

members to adopt a technology that is used by the rest of the community. This works especially 

for communication technologies such as mobile phones and smartphones (Nakamura & Chow-

White 2012). 

It is also strongly verified for social media adoption and use, as noted by the Pew Research 

Centre, finding that adults in emerging and developing countries are more likely to use them 

than adults in rich and developed countries where community ties tend to be weaker (Perrin 

2015). Tandoc and Takashi found similar results about Philippines citizens, and stated that:  

“A plausible reason for social media’s popularity in the Philippines is the country’s 

geographical and population profile. The population is dispersed in islands separated by 

bodies of water, and more than 10% of the population works outside the Philippines. In a 
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country marked by close family ties, social media offer a platform to maintain 

communication between family members, geographical boundaries 

notwithstanding”(Tandoc & Takahashi 2016).  

This demonstrates the importance of community ties in the adoption and use of technologies. 

In Hofstede’s classification (Hofstede 2016), the IC indicator (individualism/collectivism) 

represents the degree to which the individual prioritizes its own needs over the group needs. 

Lee et al. (2012) found that, in individualistic societies, people tend to seek for information 

about a new technology by themselves. They are motivated by an innovation factor. On the 

contrary, in collectivist societies imitation plays a more important role in technology adoption 

and people rely more on others’ opinion. The authors also asserted that low uncertainty 

avoidance and short-term orientation are significantly correlated with a stronger propensity to 

adopt technologies in an innovative rather than imitative way.  

Thus, depending on the type of society technology adoption may be influenced strongly by 

social norms or by individual recommendations (Fraustino et al. 2012). 

To summarize, cultural factors, as numerous as they are, are influencing technology adoption 

and usage in normal times in a strong and complex way (Lee et al. 2012). The familiarity 

principle implies that people use a technology during a disaster because they are used to it and 

because they use it during non-crisis time. This seems corroborated by an American Red Cross’s 

study recorded that one in six people from the general population (as opposed to the online 

population) used social media to get information on a disaster. The age and gender differences 

in uses corresponded mostly to the differences in uses in general due to the digital divide 

(American Red Cross 2011). In case of disaster the familiarity principle will be prevalent. This 

does not imply that it is easy to predict which technology will be specifically used during a 

disaster. Marketing researchers have found that technology adoption predictions are 

hazardous, especially because the use of the same tool may vary a lot. However, the 

observations and literature have found that mobile phones and now smartphones are largely 

used (and useful) tools during a disaster. 

 

3.2. Mobile Phones and Smartphones Are Key during 

a Disaster 

 

Mobile phones, and to a lesser but significant extent smartphones, are among the most used 

devices during a disaster. There are many reasons to explain their success and usage during a 

disaster.  
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First, these devices have become essential to citizens and thus this can be seen as the familiarity 

principle’s paroxysm. Smartphones are now among the most popular ways to access the web. 

Back in 2012 a survey by the Pew Research Center showed that 17% of the cell phones owners 

did most of their online browsing on their phone, rather than a computer or another device 

(Smith 2012). Moreover, mobile phones, whether they are connected or not are small and 

easily transportable. This is a clear advantage during a disaster compared to the use of a 

computer that is less easily portable. Mobile phones and smartphones also present the 

advantage of having limited but nevertheless existent power autonomy, so they can be used for 

a certain amount of time even during a power outage. Finally, these devices are used every day 

for a very wide range of purposes, from contacting loved ones through text messages or social 

media, as an alarm clock, or for watching the news. With the development of mobile 

applications, the usages have become even more diversified. Following an Apple marketing 

campaign in 200925 a new phrase has become popular and embodies well this idea: “There’s an 

app for that”. During a disaster they can turn essential as they offer the possibility of using very 

limited bandwidth to deliver timely, geo-targeted information to affected people. 

Because mobile phones are always in citizens’ pockets and because they are so much used to 

using them, they are naturally and massively used during a disaster. Studies on mobile phone 

and smartphone uses during a disaster confirm this. For instance, after Hurricane Sandy in 2012, 

citizens were reported to have used different communication technologies such as cell phones 

(77%) or landlines phones (41%). 33% used e-mails, 31% Facebook and 7% Twitter. The same 

study revealed that during the disaster social media usage varied significantly with age. For 

instance, if overall 31% of the citizens in the affected area used Facebook, 61% of the 18 to 29 

years olds did, in contrast to only 5% of the 65+ years old (Tompson et al. 2013). These data 

reveal the same digital divide as in normal time and is another proof that adoption rates before 

and during the disaster follow the same pattern and contrast between the different groups 

within the population.  

Similar results have been found in the practice of taking pictures during a disaster. Villi has 

shown that nowadays normal conversation includes visual communication (Villi 2010) especially 

since cameras are integrated in mobile phones and smartphones and the pictures taken have a 

high quality. Taking pictures, together with texting, is the most popular phone feature (Yelton 

2012). Thus, during a disaster people are also using their mobile phone to take pictures, or even 

selfies as seen in section 2.2. 

Eyewitnesses use mainly mobile devices and especially smartphones to access rapid earthquake 

information (Bossu, et al. 2015) They use it as a reflex because they are used to it, but during a 

disaster they are using it more intensively and making very specific research. Monitoring this 

intensified activity on social media and mobile phones can then allow detecting earthquakes 

                                                      
25 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szrsfeyLzyg 
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and disasters in general (Bossu, Laurin, et al. 2015). More about how this detection works is 

presented in section 5.2. 

The use of smartphones during a disaster has become inevitable and can have both good and 

bad consequences. For instance, after the Charlie Hebdo shootings in Paris in January 2015, 

people used the smartphone traffic application Waze and this lead to a mapping of the police 

controls which were intended to stop the terrorists’ escape. This could have been useful to the 

fugitives even though there was finally evidence that they did not use it26. There is a need for 

disaster managers to be aware of such unintended consequence of technology use and to 

spread good practices. Best practices will be developed in D3.2. 

 

3.3. After a Disaster People Will Adopt the Useful 

Tools that Proved Efficient 

 

When disaster strikes for the first time people tend to follow the familiarity principle and use 

the technology they are used to, but they also learn a lot about the best practices. For instance, 

after the Nepal earthquake, a survey among LastQuake27 mobile application users showed that 

the app had mostly been downloaded after the first Quake, when discovered through people’s 

personal network. Indeed, when an earthquake strikes a region for the first time in a while, the 

websites are the main source of testimonies and it is only for subsequent shocks that the app is 

widely used (Bossu, Laurin, et al. 2015). 

Studying the 2011 Tuscaloosa tornado, Stokes & Senkbeil (2016) found that there were 

statistically significant differences in Facebook and Twitter usage both before and after the 

tornado. More people were reported to use the social media after the Tornado than before, 

with some people under 20 years old starting to use them and some students moving from 

using Facebook a lot to adopting or increasing their use of Twitter. After the 2011 Joplin 

Tornado, social media inactives were also reported to have used social media for the first time 

(Williams et al. 2012). Before that, (Palen & Liu 2007) found that after Hurricane Katrina, some 

victims from Baton-Rouge used a computer for the first time in order to share and find 

information about their home (with one of the firsts online crisis maps), or about missing 

people. In another survey, half of the people who used text-messaging after the hurricane had 

                                                      
26 http://www.leparisien.fr/charlie-hebdo/en-direct-attentat-a-charlie-hebdo-la-traque-se-poursuit-pour-
retrouver-les-freres-kouachi-09-01-2015-4431731.php [In French], accessed 03/10/2016 
27 The EMSC mobile application is used to provide and get real time information about earthquakes, more 
information is presented in section 5.2. 

http://www.leparisien.fr/charlie-hebdo/en-direct-attentat-a-charlie-hebdo-la-traque-se-poursuit-pour-retrouver-les-freres-kouachi-09-01-2015-4431731.php
http://www.leparisien.fr/charlie-hebdo/en-direct-attentat-a-charlie-hebdo-la-traque-se-poursuit-pour-retrouver-les-freres-kouachi-09-01-2015-4431731.php
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learned to do so during or soon after the hurricane (Shklovski, Burke, Kiesler & Robert Kraut 

2010). 

We could also suppose that the adoption of best practices can vary with the type of crisis and 

could be facilitated if the crisis is anticipated, but no proof of this hypothesis was found in the 

literature review and this requires further research. Working on codified hashtags for disasters 

in Italy, Valentina Grasso and Alfonso Crisci showed that even if it was a citizen initiative, it is 

complex to use codified hashtags during an effective disaster, as they may not be enough know 

by the public or perceived as useful. They found that they started to be used but not enough 

citizens were aware of them. They argue that codified hashtags will only function if institutions 

support them before, during and after the emergency (Grasso & Crisci 2016). Government and 

institutions’ role in technology adoption is thus important and should not be neglected. 

Finally, when a disaster strikes some technologies or tools are created to help during the 

recovery phase. For instance, after the earthquake that struck Emilia-Romagna (Northern Italy) 

in 2012 Tagliacozzo and Magni found that websites created for the reconstruction were the 

second most used tool after Facebook to communicate bidirectionnally with the authorities. 

These new tools were adopted quite easily by the citizens that were the most web-skilled and at 

ease with the navigation on different type of websites, mostly young and educated people. But 

in their study, they found that the lack of IT skills was not the only reason to explain the non-

adoption of new tools. Lack of time and of trust in the authorities were also strong barriers 

(Tagliacozzo & Magni 2016).  

This last example shows that the needs and the familiarity principle cannot fully explain the 

adoption and use of technologies during a disaster. However, this is an opportunity for disaster 

managers to educate citizens about the best uses of technologies during all phases of a disaster.  
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4. When the Disaster Strikes – Cultural Factors in 

Technology Use during a Disaster 

 

When a disaster strikes or is about to, previous use of a technology is not sufficient to explain 

and understand people’s use of such tools. Some cultural patterns were found to shape 

technology use and adoption in the very specific context of a disaster. 

 

4.1. Age and Generation Related Factors 

 

In the literature review little evidence was found for a specific impact of age or generation-

related cultural factors in technology adoption specifically in case of a disaster. Further research 

appeared to be necessary and as such, a case study approach was used. On example found was 

in the aftermath of the Tuscaloosa Tornado, Stokes and Senkbeil (op. cit.) found that if 

Facebook was used ubiquitously in the recovery phase by respondents of all ages and 

demographics in general, Twitter was still mainly used by aged between 19 and 24. Despite the 

previous habits, older people adopted Facebook rather than Twitter. Despite previous habits, 

older people adopted Facebook rather than Twitter, suggesting that during a disaster the 

generation effect played a significant role in technology adoption and reinforced the previous 

divide.  

Nevertheless, older people have special needs that can be addressed thanks to technology and 

crisis management tools which can be adapted to better suit these needs, as was the case in 

Italy during heat waves. 

Most studies have shown elderly people as one of the social groups being most at risk during a 

heat wave (Morabito, Crisci, et al. 2012; Robine et al. 2007). The highest vulnerability of the 

elderly to heat is related to physiological, health and socio-economic status (Tan 2008). After 

the disastrous effect of the 2003 heat-wave, Tuscany developed a special program called 

“Active Surveillance of the Frail Elderly” within the context of the “MeteoSalute” Project in 

order to address this specific vulnerability. The regional Heat-Health Warning System (HHWS) 

was developed with the aim of preventing the consequences of excessive heat on the health of 

elderly people (Morabito, Crisci, et al. 2012). Targeting the elderly meant to use a wide range of 

technologies to alert them, i.e. technologies that elderly are susceptible to use are used.  
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The communication system includes a set of technology. Traditional media like television and a 

radio message are used since they allow reaching a population at large, and radio is a resilient 

technology. Hotline numbers and telephone helplines are normally available as the elderly are 

used to them. Automatic telephone answering devices are used to reduce the number of 

telephone calls to the forecast office. Because more and more elderly use the internet and 

because it is an efficient way to target specific/specialized users such as relevant professionals, 

specific web communication was also implemented. Online social media and networking 

services (i.e. Twitter, Facebook) and mobile/desktop applications (Messengers) dedicated to 

personal communication (i.e. WhatsApp, Telegram) represent very useful tools to inform rapidly 

and extensively the local population and heath care professionals about a heat-warning and to 

provide information on how to behave. They may not be used so much by elderly but could 

reach their relatives which could then help them in case of heat wave. 

More specifically, e-mail alert systems and SMS allow alarms to be sent to a list of individuals, 

including emergency managers. These automatic messages can specifically target the frail 

elderly with information tailored to their specific needs.  

Finally, the communication process also includes non-technological tools such as leaflets that 

contain general advice for the population and specific advice for nursing-home managers, also 

translated in different languages most widely spoken in the country and languages from which 

most of in-home-nurses speak. They are distributed at beginning of the summer via health 

centers, and other places where vulnerable people may be. 

Outdoor and indoor public information display can be used to spread information about heat 

waves, and based upon a precise knowledge of places frequented by elderly and health 

monitoring and wearable devices that provide instantaneous data or derived indices concerning 

the actual microclimate and physiological conditions are also used.  

This Italian case study is more detailed in  

Annexe1. It is a good example of how knowing the specific behaviour of a generation regarding 

their technology use can help improve crisis management. Because elderly still mainly use 

traditional media but are also active on the Internet, the communication strategy must include 

a wide set of tools. It is also useful when the information targeted at this specific public can be 

gathered without effort from their side. Thus providing information in places they frequent 

often by using public information displays can be seen as a good way to reach them. 

 

4.2. Gender Related Factors 
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The specific role of gender in technology adoption and use during a disaster has been largely 

documented by researchers from many academic fields. 

As discussed in section 2, women have special needs during a disaster. Moreover, during a 

disaster women are at risk because of factors such as economic and political powerlessness, 

culture-related gender discrimination, and other cultural perceptions of inferiority and 

superiority (Bari 1998; Thornton & Voigt 2007). In this context, technology can then be a good 

way to empower women28. Nevertheless, after a disaster, women may be “constrained by 

cultural norms that restrict their movement”, and they may lack access to adequate technology 

that would allow them to get accurate and useful information (Drolet et al. 2015). 

Radio was found to be one of the most accessible media of communication for women in the 

context of disasters, thanks to low cost and low needs of electricity to function29. They can 

access information and it proved efficient for prevention through programs that are culturally 

oriented for women, meaning that they target the needs of women in specific cultural settings. 

The 2005 Word Disasters Reports states that skilfully produced programmes can go beyond 

simple exchanges of information by using role modelling and entertaining soap operas to 

promote greater awareness of risks such as landmines or infectious diseases. In Afghanistan, 

evaluations of the BBC’s long-running radio soap opera “New Home, New Life” have shown that 

listeners change their attitudes and behaviour after hearing the drama (International 

Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent 2005). With the evolution of cultural practices and 

gender roles, prevention and awareness raising could come through other means. 

Women were found to be more likely than men to use television to gather information after a 

disaster (Spence et al. 2007). Contradictory results about internet use were found, since Spence 

et al. (2007) found women to be also more likely to use the internet  whereas (Dutta-Bergman 

2004) found men more likely to use the internet in the aftermath of 9/11. This could be linked 

to the evolution of Internet use between the two studies and should be further researched. 

During the earthquake that struck Emilia-Romagna (Northern Italy) in 2012, men showed to be 

almost four times more likely to use Twitter than women (Tagliacozzo & Magni 2016), which 

can’t be explained by previous divide in social media uses.  

In an online international survey, men were also found to contribute more to geo-located 

information and crisis maps than women who are less aware of tools like OSM (Open Street 

Map) an opensource based map. On the contrary, women are more likely to provide social 

information through online social networks and photo sharing sites (Stephens 2013). This can 

lead to some biases in the way the maps are created since they are created, edited and 

reviewed mostly by men, who then decide what information is relevant for the map.  

                                                      
28More on women empowerment can be find in CARISMAND WP7 
29 Wind-up or solar-powered radios don’t require electricity or batteries for instance 
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4.3. Urban and Rural Areas 

 

The relation between the way people are seeking information during a disaster and living in a 

rural or urban area remains unclear and ambiguous and should be further researched.  

People living in urban areas were found to seek for information about a disaster through 

interpersonal contacts thanks to a variety of technologies such as mobile and fixed phones. 

They also use face to face interaction and social media (especially urban young people) 

(American Red Cross 2011). In rural areas, the role of personal contact is also very important. It 

was found that people in small rural towns tend to use personal contacts and were more likely 

to use family, friends and knowledgeable acquaintances (Hagar 2010). They give priority to local 

radio stations (Ryan 2012) and isolated farmers were reported to prefer using technologies 

where they could “interact and receive an instant response”(Hagar 2010). Radio proved to be 

massively used in the Aceh Province during the 2004 Tsunami (Romo-Murphy et al. 2011). 

Christine Hagar (2010) also noticed that when a disaster strikes, it creates a greater attachment 

to the physical places that are of big value to farmers. Cyberspaces can then offer a “placeless 

interaction” for the community which is important when farmers are more physically isolated. 

Online tools enabled people with a strong attachment to their place of living to get emotional 

support and to create new places for interactions at a local level. Technology use during 

disasters in isolated areas is then found to be mostly linked to communicating with the 

community.  

 

4.4. Trust in Authorities and in the Technology Itself 

 

Studying people living in seismic areas, (Joffe et al. 2013) argued that “to improve efficacy, 

disaster risk reduction initiatives should be led and promoted by those who are trusted in a 

particular cultural context.” The same observation can be made for technology.  

Trust in various authorities such as governments or the police is highly cultural (Tapio 

Kääriäinen 2007). For example, minority groups were found to be more likely to report a higher 

level of distrust toward the government (Wray & Jupka 2004). 

During a disaster, cultural factors impact also the perception of the legitimate authority that 

should be in charge of providing information. For instance, in New Zealand a survey on 

credibility in evacuation messaging during floods found that evacuation orders issued by 
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disaster agencies, rather than the Prime Minister, were more trusted, while this is not the case 

in every country (McLean & Ewart 2015). 

Lack of trust in authorities and in the fact that an authority will make good use of social media is 

an important barrier to citizens’ technology adoption and use during a disaster (Tagliacozzo & 

Magni 2016). They also reported that in case of lack of trust, social media can be used by 

citizens to provide other citizens directly with useful information or clarifying legislation. In the 

1st CARISMAND Citizen Summit held in Bucharest, despite their increased distrust in authorities’ 

capability to effectively deal with disaster situations, the Romanian participants showed a 

strong willingness to use social media for information exchange with authorities (receiving as 

well as providing information). This may be explained by low levels of trust arising from 

personal experience and expectation being at odds with trusting behaviour which is embedded 

in the acceptance of hierarchical structures as a cultural norm. At the same time, some 

Romanian participants appeared to take up some of the responsibility themselves by 

acknowledging that the authorities can only act effectively in a disaster situation when they 

have citizens’ trust. Therefore, an increased use of social media applications in disaster 

communication, apart from the usefulness of the applications itself, may also serve to foster 

Romanian citizens’ trust in the authorities (for further details the preliminary CARISMAND 

Deliverable D5.9). 

On the other hand, when the authorities are trusted enough, they are perceived to be reliable 

sources and their communication, especially on social media, is highly appreciated and used. 

During Hurricane Sandy for instance, authorities’ information was highly used as it was 

considered as trustworthy compared to other non-certified information, especially on social 

media, but also on TV (Burger et al. 2013). It can help social media users electing trusted 

information among the very large quantity of information available from various sources. On 

the other hand, it was also found that, when the communication of an authority is perceived as 

poor during a disaster, the trust in this authority is sharply decreasing. This was the case during 

the Japan tsunami and earthquake of 2011 (Uslaner & Yamamura 2016). 

The lack of trust can also be related to the media. Trust in the media is linked to common 

practice but also to trusted para-social relationships built over time between the audience and 

the journalists or meteorologists for instance (Stokes & Senkbeil 2016). These people will be of 

great influence during disasters and citizens will turn to them to get information that citizens 

will evaluate as trustworthy (International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent 2005).  

On the contrary, distrust in the traditional media will lead to the adoption of other technologies. 

For example, Ukrainians who distrust official sources of information tend to use social medias a 

lot during disaster to gain and share information which they perceive as being more reliable 

(Jones 2006). Qataris have also been found to start distrusting television information (Meeds 

2015).  
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Nevertheless, in case of a disaster, the distrust in the media does not necessarily link to non-use 

of these media. For instance, studying citizens’ information needs and information-gathering 

strategies in case of hypothetical terrorist attack using plague in the USA, Wray & Jupka (2004) 

found that although participants expressed distrust of the media, most of them said they would 

still turn on the radio or television to gather information.  

One should keep in mind that trust in the media, in authorities and in technology is a process 

that tends to reinforce itself. When a specific tool or person becomes the dominant source of 

information for a person’s needs, it becomes more trusted and more influential (Spence et al. 

2015). Also during Japan earthquake and tsunami in 2011, the local government of Tsukuba city 

was reported to have a very good communication on social media. Even though the city faced 

power outage and telecommunications were impossible due to congestion, the authorities used 

radio and social media (accessible through smartphones that were massively used). Vital 

information was spread through these media and this helped to reinforce trust toward the local 

authorities, but also more specifically trust in its capacity to react in an efficient way in case of 

disaster (Kaigo 2012).  

Finally, trust can also be attributed to celebrities. In the literature review celebrity cultures 

appeared to slightly influence technology use and adoption during all phases of a disaster. 

Celebrities have been reported to be more listened to than researchers and scientists, especially 

for disaster awareness and preparedness. This was found for instance in the Philippines30, for 

Earthquake in Nepal (Jimee et al. 2011) or in the United States of America. For instance, 

Alexander argues that “Harry Styles and Liam Payne, members of a musical group called One 

Direction with a large international fan base, showed up in the results as being central 

information hubs for disaster relief drives”(Alexander 2015).  

Celebrities such as DJs and TV commentators, because they are well known and figures in 

people’s daily lives, are key figures during disasters because “they inspire friendship, 

commitment, and respect, which is ultimately what we need to provide during a crisis” (Perez-

Lugo 2004). However, she stated that celebrities have been neglected by both the sociology of 

disasters and risk communication research. We could make the hypothesis that celebrity culture 

influences technology use during awareness raising phases, but also the ICT uses during the 

crisis for instance when seeking emotional support or even information about the disaster. For 

instance, after Paris Attacks in November 2016, Justin Beiber posted a tweet with the 

#PrayForParis. His tweet was retweeted more than 50,000 times and received 77,000 likes in 

the few weeks after his post (Chong 2016). As Justin Beiber is popular especially among 

teenagers, many of them found out about the attacks thanks to his tweet (Chong & Kim 2016).  

 

                                                      
30 http://blog.aseankorea.org/?p=330 
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4.5. Language 

 

Generally speaking people will only use a technology if it is available in a language they can 

manage to understand. This is even more the case during a disaster as understanding the 

information is crucial to people’s wellbeing and may be more difficult due to stressful 

conditions. This can give rise to errors of perception. However, a study showed that for Spanish 

people, browsing in English was associated with less perceived risk than browsing in Spanish, 

while for the British there was no difference between browsing in Spanish or English (Alcántara-

Pilar et al. 2013). We can deduce that trust in a technology and in the information may vary 

depending on the language but also on the cultural perception of this language.  

During a disaster, people will use technologies where communication is easily undertaken, and 

the information is understood. Indeed, communication barriers during disasters are reported to 

increase the feeling of anxiety, fear, and overall loss of control (Pressman et al. 2009). 

Language also includes the type of words and phrasal structures people use. Depending on 

socio-demographic and cultural factors people do not use the same language on social media, 

and it also varies from social media to social media (Seargeant & Tagg 2013). To establish 

efficient crisis communication, disasters managers must adapt the language to the technology 

used and on the public targeted (Utz et al. 2013).  

 

4.6. Education 

 

As described in section 3.1.1.5, education plays a complex role in technology adoption and use. 

This influence is also found during a disaster. (Griffin et al. 2008) discovered that during floods 

those with higher levels of formal education had a greater capacity to seek and process 

information. More research is needed to identify the specific impact of education on technology 

use and adoption during a disaster. However, learning the best practices of technology use 

during a disaster will increase the adoption and use of ICT when necessary and make this use 

more efficient (Fletcher & Nicholas 2015). 

 

4.7. Professional Cultures 
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Professional cultures were found to impact emergency managers’ adoption and use of 

technologies. To be used effectively a technological tool must be “attuned to the unique 

settings and professional cultures of the local emergency management communities” 

(Marincioni 2007).  

But professional cultures can also impact technology use during a disaster. Indeed working 

people can be considered as a vulnerable group for certain kinds of disaster. When there is a 

strong corporate culture or strong incentives, workers can adopt specific technologies for risk 

reduction. Below is a case study of how technologies can be created and adopted by workers to 

protect themselves from heat waves. 

 

Case study: protecting workers from heat waves, how technologies can help 

safeguarding their health 
Heat waves are a disaster often faced by European populations and are expected to increase 

due to climate change. To date, an increase in mortality associated with high temperatures has 

been observed in nearly all populations (Morabito, Crisci, et al. 2012; Ishigami et al. 2008). 

Workers are one of the most at-risk categories when exposed to high temperatures/heat 

waves. Their risk of injuries (Morabito et al. 2006; Xiang et al. 2013; Adam-Poupart et al. 2015) 

and death (Petitti et al. 2013) due to excessive heat exposure is projected to worsen in the 

coming years. Exposure to extreme heat in fact can result in occupational illness caused by heat 

stress, including heat stroke, heat exhaustion, heat syncope, heat cramps, heat rashes or death. 

In addition, heat can increase the workers’ risk of injuries also caused by a reduction of the 

brain function.  

To address this hazard, a great number of influential bodies worldwide have been responsible 

for the development of standardized methods to safeguard the health of workers in hot 

workplaces. They have also introduced the benefits from the use of various technologies in 

addressing the issue (Bethea & K. 2002). For example, the Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration (OSHA), in collaboration with the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL), has 

developed a “Heat Safety Tool” phone application, which is available for download on iOS and 

Android devices in English and Spanish languages 

(https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/heatillness/heat_index/heat_app.html). Workers can use this app 

to calculate the heat index (Steadman 1979) at their worksite and determine heat illness risk 

levels (Figure 4.1). 

https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/heatillness/heat_index/heat_app.html
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Figure 4.1 Heat safety tools, the App developed by OSHA to safeguard the health of workers during heat waves 

The heat index combines air temperature and relative humidity, in shaded areas (but there is a 

version also able to account for the wind and solar radiation effects), as an attempt to 

determine the human-perceived equivalent temperature, as for how hot it would feel if 

the humidity were some other value in the shade. However, it should be kept in mind that 

working in full sunlight can increase the heat index values by 15 degrees Fahrenheit.  

This App allows workers and supervisors to calculate the heat index for their worksite, 

monitoring themselves and others for heat illness signs and symptoms. Furthermore, the app, 

displays a risk level to outdoor workers. In the new version of the App (2015) OSHA has included 

full-screen color alerts for all heat conditions, as well as other technical upgrades. Then, with a 

simple "click", workers and employers get reminders about the protective measures that should 

be taken at the specific risk level (Figure 4.2) to protect themselves from heat-related illness-

reminders.  
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Figure 4.2 Heat index risk levels and protective measures31 

Moreover, preventive measures are recommended, such as drinking enough fluids, scheduling 

rest breaks, planning for and knowing what to do in an emergency, adjusting work operations, 

gradually building up the workload for new workers, training on heat illness signs and 

symptoms, etc. More research or at least data are needed to document the effective use of the 

app. 

In Europe, although the issue of safeguarding health in the workplace is strongly felt, there are 

no common specific heat health warning systems for workers. Within the European Union 

project Heat-shield32 a web platform and associated smartphone applications will be created 

and the heat-related health risk warnings will be transferred directly to the registered workers. 

The warnings will be communicated through a specific bulletin calibrated for each European 

region and for each work category and it will be sent by e-mail to users by using freely available 

online informative platform.  

 

                                                      
31 Source: https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/heatillness/heat_index/index.html 
32 Heat-Shield project: Integrated inter-sector framework to increase the thermal resilience of European workers in 
the context of global warming, see more at: http://heat-shield.eu/ (EU project, Horizon 2020) 

http://heat-shield.eu/
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4.8. Religion 

 

During a disaster, religious authorities or religiously-motivated NGOs can be more efficient than 

regular emergency managers as they are trusted and culturally aware of the needs of local 

populations (Reale 2010). In Muslim-majority areas such as Afghanistan, aid coming from 

Western actors are perceived by some people as suspicious and linked to the political agendas 

of Western power (De Cordier 2009). No clear results have been found on how technology 

adoption during a disaster would be related to religion, but one could suppose that in this 

context of suspicion in certain areas, if a technology is clearly associated to another religion or 

an untrusted political force it would not be used. More research on this topic is necessary.  

Nevertheless, there is some evidence that religion impacts the way people use a technology 

during and in the aftermath of a disaster. Through the EMSC tools33, eyewitnesses who just felt 

an earthquake can leave a comment and then share what they experienced. A qualitative 

analysis reveals that in Muslim countries people tend to be more inclined to leave a comment 

about God. For instance, after an M5.2 earthquake in Algeria on May 2016, 15% of the 

comments left on EMSC mobile application LastQuake by the eyewitnesses mentioned God. 

These comments vary from praises to God, phrases such as “Allah Yostor” (meaning May God 

protects us) or even a connection between the quake and religious beliefs: “Hamdoullah, it was 

strong, we all woke up. Stop doing bad things and Allah will spare us Inchallah”. These 

comments were compared to a set of earthquakes of the same magnitudes in different areas 

where the mobile application is also used, but which are not characterized by their strong 

Muslim culture; results showed that god was much less mentioned and people used mainly the 

app to comment about what they felt. For instance, after a M5.2 quake in Greece in November 

2014, no comments mentioning God were found, even though 79% of the Greeks are religious 

(European Comission 2010). In Romania, where 92% of people believe in a God (European 

Comission 2010), citizens were reported by the local press to hope for God’s protection from 

earthquakes34 after the M5.7 earthquake on the 23rd of September 2016. However, for this 

earthquake, only 1% of LastQuake users who reported that they felt the earthquake mentioned 

God. More systematic research about this use is necessary, but preliminary results suggest that 

religious backgrounds do influence the way people use technology after an earthquake; 

however, they do not prevent them from adopting and using the technology.  

                                                      
33 Further described in section 5.2 
34 http://rri.ro/fr_fr/a_la_une_de_la_presse_roumaine_26092016-2553147#.V-kIxV3zWLo.facebook In French, 
accessed 1/10/2016 

http://rri.ro/fr_fr/a_la_une_de_la_presse_roumaine_26092016-2553147#.V-kIxV3zWLo.facebook
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No specific research was found on how religious-oriented groups on social media react during a 

disaster. However these online communities could be of great help to respond to a disaster as 

they are influencial and aware of cultural needs in the aftermath of a disaster. 

 

4.9. Community Sense 

 

ICT in general are found to be used to provide a means for communicating community-relevant 

information especially when members become geographically dispersed. Technologies can 

enable the community to build its own resources and to respond in its own way with its specific 

cultural patterns (Shklovski et al. 2008). 

Studies about Hurricane Katrina’s effect on technology use found different reactions between 

different communities. Some Latino communities were reported to use very little technology to 

get informed about the incoming disaster, especially because they largely distrusted the media, 

including the Spanish-speaking ones, and because their social network was very strong and 

based more on face to face interactions (Messias et al. 2012). For Latinos, community sense 

resulted in a low technology use. However, during the same hurricane community sense led a 

community of musicians to use technology to cope with the situation (Shklovski, Burke, Kiesler 

& R Kraut 2010). Indeed, these musicians used cell phones and the Internet to locate family and 

friends and obtain information unavailable in broadcast news reports. They discovered online 

spaces where they could recreate the community and maintain communication all-together. 

The originality of Shklovski et al.’s approach is that it is a longitudinal one. They found that in 

the recovery phase those musicians who came back to New Orleans avoided mediated 

communication which was not part of their primary culture. On the other side those who did 

not come back felt they lost their sense of belonging due to an insufficient connection, despite 

the digital tools.  

When Hurricane Katrina struck, social media were not widely developed yet. Since then, they 

have become common and have strengthened community sense (Akrich et al. 2012; Hugon 

2011). During a disaster they are now used to gather a community, especially when the 

community feeling is strong, or when a diaspora exists. For instance in Nepal where the culture 

of volunteering and community sense is strong, different types of volunteers could be identified 

after the 2015 earthquake. There were volunteers to help rescue victims and rebuilding, but 

also digital volunteers, mostly young people. The third type of volunteers was made up of 
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people from the Nepalese diaspora who felt concerned for their community and sought for a 

ways to help by using their technological skills35.  

 

4.10. Cultural Practices in the Internet 

 

The use of technologies and especially the Internet, social media and smartphones has shaped 

specific cultural practices that are widely spread around the globe (Porter 1997; Zittrain 2014). 

These practices represent a specific way people use the Internet and communicate on social 

networks, in general, but also in the context of a disaster.  

The use of emojis is now popular among the users of social media and messaging applications 

such as WhatsApp or Facebook Messenger (Kelly & Watts 2015; Negishi 2014). They are small 

digital images used to express an idea or emotion. They have become a critical element of 

online communication culture and are key for a successful communication, including disaster 

communication (Highfield & Leaver 2016; SwiftKey 2015).  

 

4.10.1. Lol Culture and Memes  

If the Internet has been created and thought first as a working and sharing tool, it has now 

become also an entertainment tool and one of the most important aspects of Internet culture is 

humor (Flichy 2012). This is embodied in what is called “lol culture”36 (Dagnaud 2011). 

Monique Dagnaud (2011) defines lol culture as the culture of making fun and laughing at 

everything, making puns and enjoying absurdity. She insists that this culture born with the 

youngest has now spread to users of all ages. She identifies three key elements of this culture: 

the impertinence and the nods of memes, the hilarity and derision of the lol, but also the 

malicious laugh of the lulz. 

 

4.10.1.1. Lol Culture and Entertainment 

Videos, phrases or posts on social media, pictures or drawings are some forms of lol culture and 

can be used during some phases of disaster management. Lol culture has been found to be an 

efficient way to raise awareness about a disaster.  

                                                      
35 https://thehimalayantimes.com/opinion/digital-volunteerism-bringing-revolution/ 
36 Lol is an acronym for “Laugh(ing) Out Loud” and a popular element of computer-mediated written 
communication. 

https://thehimalayantimes.com/opinion/digital-volunteerism-bringing-revolution/
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Figure 4.3 Screenshot of Ellen DeGeneres Facebook Page - See shared the video of Oliver's science lab about 

earthquakes. 

For instance, by sharing a video37 of a young boy explaining earthquakes and giving safety tips 

(Figure 4.3), Ellen DeGeneres, an American TV show host contributed to raising awareness about 

this kind of disaster. The post and video reached a large audience, as her post was liked by 4,2K 

people, shared 255 times (within two days) and Oliver’s YouTube video has had 19,174 

views38.This is not only because she is famous, influential and considered as an opinion leader 

(see section 4.4), but also because the video itself is cute and funny (Guadagno et al. 2013). 

Indeed, people are more likely to share and forward a content on the social media if it is 

positive, as they want their social contacts to experience the same pleasure as they did 

themselves when they first saw that content(Peters & Kashima 2007). 

However, humor and lol culture are not only assets for prevention, but they can also be used in 

other phases of the disaster management cycle. Research on crisis and humour show that the 

proportion of humorous Tweets decreases during the prodromal phase, when the disaster has 

not stricken yet but citizens are under stress and fear (Chew & Eysenbach 2010; Spence et al. 

2015). However, during all other phases of the disaster humor has been found to be used. For 

instance, during the Brussel lock down in November 2015, police used lolcats to ask journalists 

                                                      
37 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6L2j6puZYuE 
38 Accessed : 13/11/2016 
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and social media users not to spread any critical information. Lolcats are typical elements of lol 

culture (Dagnaud 2011). They were massively used on Twitter and proved to be an efficient way 

to address this audience as non-critical information was shared on the social media. Police 

thanked these users by posting a “reward” in a humorous tone (Figure 4.4). More example of 

lolcats use during this crisis can be found here http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-

34897645 

 

Figure 4.4 Post of the Belgium Police after Brussel Lock Down: “For all cats that helped us yesterday night… Help 

Yourself! #BrusselsLockDown” 

 

Citizens themselves can use social media to make fun of a situation during a crisis. For instance, 

after an earthquake in Skopje (04/10/2016) that lead to a temporary unavailability of the 

LastQuake mobile app due to an important number of connections, one of the users tweetted a 

short animated video (GIF) to comment humorously about the situation39. The GIF was a 

burning computer and the tweet read: “These servers from @LastQuake after the earthquake” 

(Figure 4.5). 

                                                      
39 https://twitter.com/JaneMitovski/status/783267705851879425 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-34897645
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-34897645
https://twitter.com/JaneMitovski/status/783267705851879425
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Figure 4.5 A LastQuake user making fun of a situation after an earthquake in Skopje 

 

Humor was found to help for disaster recovery even before ITC were used, for instance, after 

tribal clashes in Kenya, women were found to cope with the stress thanks to a strong social 

network, their religious beliefs and a strong sense of humour (Mocellin 1993). However, the 

development of social media has increased humor use and impact. During a disaster, humour 

was found to motivate online communication and to have a positive impact on citizens 

(Choudhary et al. 2012). The researchers found that during the 2011 Egyptian revolution, 

popular tweets were updates on major events, human interest stories like finding missing 

people, and humour. Back in 2001, after the 9/11 attacks, e-mails were sent with jokes about 

the disaster which helped Americans to deal with the psychological challenge of the terrorist 

acts (Ellis 2002). However, although online jokes and lol culture have become part of the 

disaster response, there are still individuals who consider it inappropriate and thus won’t use 

this type of social media (Liu et al. 2013). Moreover, even if the lol culture is widespread, 

humour is still highly cultural and disaster managers should be very careful when using it 

(Fraustino et al. 2012).  

 

4.10.1.2. Memes 

Memes are specific elements of the lol culture. They are cultural elements that are viral, and 

can even go viral on a global scale (Shifman 2014).  

Sean Rintel has specifically studied crisis memes and define them as “ghoulish and satirical 

posts appearing after a crisis”, that can be observed after any type of crisis (Rintel 2013). For 

example, these elements can be images that are slightly modified to be funny or satirical, and 
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Figure 4.6 Disaster Girl original and crisis meme - Source : Rintel 2013 

help to comment a specific situation. They are easily sharable on social media. With tools such 

as “meme generators” they have become easy to create, even with very basic digital skills.  

Rintel (2013) argues that pictures of internationally famous people but also anonymous people 

are used as memes all over the world because what they express is understood nearly 

universally. For instance, “Disaster girl” (Figure 4.6) can be understood as a stand-alone meme, 

but for amateurs they can also be read as part of a series.  

After a disaster, we can observe two kinds of memes: ghoulish jokes based on the fact of a 

disaster (“disaster girl”) and also more emotional reactions, like the expression of anxiety or 

rage with the Y U NO meme (Figure 4.7) which is particularly adaptable as a crisis meme because 

the emotion is readable on his face and the text is easily adaptable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.7 Examples of Y U NO memes after floods in Queensland - Source: Rintel 2013 
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Figure 4.8 Example of earthqukes and storm memes in France, Chile, Denemark, and New Jersey 

Rintel found that memes vary not only depending on local culture and history but also 

depending on the platform, on which they are created, published and shared. For instance, the 

tolerance for moral issues and ghoulishness after a disaster may differ from platform to 

platform.  

However, if we take the example of earthquakes memes, we can identify the same pattern for 

earthquakes that did not cause too many damages (Figure 4.8). This meme is used in different 

countries, regardless of cultural difference, and mostly use a worldwide known cultural good: 

the plastic chair40. 

After a disaster, memes are a means for the citizens to express their feelings, to criticize the 

authorities’ actions and to evaluate public position. They can be controversial like the ebola-

chan meme(Marcus & Singer 2016) but they show that people feel concern about the disaster. 

They are able to gather the community. It is a reality that should be dealt with and understood 

by crisis managers.  

                                                      
40 To learn more about how the plastic chair has become a universal cultural good you can read the article of 
Mariana Gosnell (2004) “Everybody take a seat” : http://www.smithsonianmag.com/people-places/everybody-
take-a-seat-2386495/ 
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4.10.2. Early Adopters and Hacker Culture  

Coming back to Rogers’ theory (Rogers 1962) on the diffusion of innovation, a focus on early 

adopters’ culture needs to be made. As stated previously, Early adopters are defined as people 

who adopt a technology at an early stage of Roger’s cycle. They are amateurs, and technology 

lovers (Rogers 1962; Shklovski, Burke, Kiesler & R Kraut 2010). 

Computers’ and Internet’s early adopters have indeed developed a specific culture that Steven 

Levy called hacker culture (Levy 1984). Hackers are enthusiastic computer programmers who 

share their work with others, and originally the terms do not refer to computer criminals as it 

may be used nowadays in the media. The hacker culture is built upon special technical and 

technological skills like coding and centered on ethical values such as on the values of play, 

passion, sharing creativity and world empowerment (Himanen 2001). They share a common 

belief that individuals can create great things by joining forces in imaginative ways.  

Hackers and early adopters of a technology have a very specific socio-demographic profile. They 

are more likely to be young men, with a high level of education (Flichy 2010), but little research 

has yet looked at the specific socio-cultural profile of these hackers and skilled people 

volunteering during a crisis. They appear to be early adopters of these technologies and to be 

using them during a disaster they feel concerned for (Meier 2015). A study about 

“voluntweeters” after the 2010 Haiti earthquake showed that Twitter users who actively 

tweeted about the disaster and helped out using this tools kept on volunteering and tweetting 

about other disasters afterwards (Starbird & Palen 2011). The skills used and developed during 

one crisis would then tend to be re-used during other and more distant crises. This effect should 

be further researched. 

In the aftermath of the Amatrice Earthquake in August 2015, a group of Italian hacktivists joined 

forces to set up a website (http://terremotocentroitalia.info) gathering important information 

such as missing people, and what to do after an earthquake. They also added a crisis map41.  

Crisis mapping and drone usage have become more and more important after a disaster, 

however they are still mainly used by early-adopters and technology lovers (Meier 2015). UAVs 

have been used for disaster management since the Nepal Earthquake and their use has 

constantly increased since then. Drone uses during a disaster include mapping, delivering 

lightweight essential items to remote locations, supporting damage assessments, increasing 

situational awareness and monitoring changes (FSD 2016). 

                                                      
41 http://www.forbes.com/sites/federicoguerrini/2016/08/28/italy-earthquake-crowdfunding-campaign-raises-
more-than-150000-in-one-day/#17767b666bce 
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Private drones are representing a quarter of all drones flying around the world (others are, for 

example, military drones) and represent the first category of users. They are being used in more 

than half of the world’s countries. The majority of individuals deploy their drone for arts and 

entertainment purposes (Choi-Fitzpatrick et al. 2016). However drone owners do not hesitate to 

use them when necessary for disaster response purpose. In the Philippines after Typhoon 

Haiyan in 2013 they were used to identify and check shelter sites, but also to determine sites for 

latrines (Kaiser 2014). However, a legislative regulatory framework is lacking in many countries 

(FSD 2016), which may constraint their use. 

More research is needed on how early adopters use their technologies during a disaster but 

taking part in the disaster response seems to be in accordance with their ethical and cultural 

framework.  

This fourth section demonstrated that when a disaster strikes, the effects of the previous digital 

divide tend to be reinforced. People need to be reassured and do so by using technology. This 

leads to differences in technology use. Thus, these technological tools need to be designed and 

used by disaster managers who are aware of cultural factors that may influence the acceptance 

and uptake of these tools by affected citizens.  
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5. Illustrative Case Studies 

 

In this section, we will present two case studies that show concretely and globally how 

technologies are used during two types of disasters and how culture does, or does not, impact 

the adoption and use of these technologies.  

 

5.1. Case Study 1: The Use of Twitter as an Indicator 

of Heat Wave Hazards: an Italian Case Study and 

Cultural Aspects  

 

Heat waves (HWs) represent one of the “natural” hazards with the greatest impact worldwide 

in terms of mortality and economic losses. On the basis of the recent report produced by the 

U.S Global Change Research Program (USGCRP 2016), HWs revealed the highest 10-year 

estimates of fatalities and represented the second (after hurricanes) estimated economic 

damages among the main weather and climate disaster events in the United States from 2004 

to 2013. The impact of HWs on mortality is particularly high in Europe, accounting for over 80% 

of the total heat-wave-related deaths worldwide (source EM-DAT, http://www.emdat.be/). 

Mortality data have been considered as the main health-indicator most associated with HWs 

and in general with extreme heat conditions. For this reason, much attention has always been 

addressed to identify city-specific temperature thresholds above which mortality increases 

significantly. These thresholds were then used for the development of heat-health warning 

systems with the aim to inform populations and to prevent and counteract the effects of HWs. 

However, besides mortality (or other sanitary events), other indicators of heat wave effects on 

population health should be investigated and the use of social media as a new indicator of heat-

impact represents an interesting challenge which could provide more useful tools in the 

planning of measures reducing heat-impacts. 

Cultural aspects have also strongly been considered and some categories of subjects were 

found to be more vulnerable to the effects of heat. In particular, much of the scientific literature 

(Morabito, Crisci, et al. 2012; Rikkert et al. 2009; Tan 2008; Robine et al. 2007) identifies the 

elderly, and in particular the very old (≥ 75) to be more sensitive to heat effects for a variety of 

reasons that include physiological, health and socio-economic status (further information to 

explain the reasons of the heat-related sensitivity of elderly people are included in section 

http://www.emdat.be/
http://www.emdat.be/
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4.141.) Other cultural subgroups seem to be particularly vulnerable to heat conditions, such as 

outdoor workers, as they are the most exposed to weather conditions, and individuals from 

ethnic minorities.  

 

5.1.1. Ethnicity: a Potential Further Heat-related Risk Factor  

Only few studies have specifically addressed the issue of ethnicity as a risk factor for heat-

related human health (Yardley et al. 2011) clearly indicating a knowledge gap. In particular, in a 

recent study (Hansen et al. 2013) the authors reported that social and economic disparities, 

living conditions, language barriers, and occupational exposure are among the many factors 

contributing to heat-susceptibility among minority ethnic groups in the United States. In a 

previous study carried out in the USA (MMWR 2008) other authors revealed that Mexican and 

Central American immigrants who come to California to work in the agricultural and 

construction sectors are particularly vulnerable because of the cumulative impacts of their long 

workdays under heat strenuous conditions and their low capacity to protect themselves on the 

job. Furthermore, most of complications caused by heat conditions occurred in adults aged 20–

54 years, a population typically considered at low-risk for heat illnesses (MMWR 2008).  

Heat wave studies in the United States have shown that African Americans minority groups are 

particularly vulnerable to heat waves (Whitman et al. 1997; Klinenberg 1999; Healy 2005; 

Shonkoff et al. 2009). More recently, other authors (Yardley et al. 2011) revealed that certain 

“non-White” minority groups in North America have shown higher morbidity and mortality 

rates associated with hot weather. However, this is probably due to disparities in socio-

economic status rather than inherited ethnicity itself. For example, it is known that a higher 

proportion of African-Americans do not have access to home air conditioning compared to the 

general population (O’Neill et al. 2005). For this reason, disparities of these technologies, such 

as air conditioner ownership, is of great importance because some households may rely on air 

conditioning during extreme heat events and days when communities are instructed to stay 

indoors and avoid outdoor pollution exposures (Shonkoff et al. 2011).  

 

5.1.2. Social Media and Heat Waves 

Due to the use of social media during disasters, the integration of traditional communication 

methods with techniques based on the new media represents a crucial point to increase the 

speed, efficiency and effectiveness of informing the public, policy makers and stakeholders 

about natural hazards. However, very little attention has been paid to the role of social media 

during an extreme temperature-related crisis, especially because heat-waves often lack the 

spectacular and sudden violence of other hazards, such as tropical cyclones or flash floods: heat 

is a silent killer. Furthermore, extreme heat may involve a more gradual impact and potentially 
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requires less of an immediate response. While some examples of tools exist, little information is 

available in regards to their adoption or cultural differences between adopters42. 

Furthermore, studies examining the role of social media use during extreme heat events are 

practically inexistent and only a few examples are available as proceedings of several recent 

Conferences. One example is a study presented at the 11th International ISCRAM (Information 

Systems for Crisis Response and Management) Conference, in USA (Watson & Finn 2014). In 

particular, the 2013 UK heat-wave (a heat wave that lasted approximately three weeks) was 

used as a case study to investigate several situations: 

 how social media was used by different stakeholders during the event;  

 what function(s) social media had;  

 how it was engaged with by the online community and accordingly;  

 what value it contributed to crisis management activities. 

The authors concluded that, in response to the heat wave, there are observable instances of 

social media being used by authorities and members of the public as forms of one-way and two-

way communication. Social media were used to publicize the heat wave, distribute health-

related information, and, as a relay mechanism to share information among organizations and 

individuals. Furthermore, a relatively low level of social media use by sub-populations that are 

most likely to be negatively affected during heat-waves was reported. This suggests that 

perhaps the continued use of more traditional media outlets remains appropriate to reach 

those vulnerable populations who may not be using social media, especially during relatively 

minor heat-waves. The authors stated that social media strategies need to be flexible and able 

to adapt to the wider situation. Further research is required to understand the type of crisis and 

the population that is most likely to be affected by a particular crisis, in order to fully examine 

the effectiveness of social media in contributing to crisis management. 

 

                                                      
42 For example, the social media plans developed by the National Weather Service (NWS) of the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and addressed to several natural disasters, also including heat conditions 
(http://www.nws.noaa.gov/com/weatherreadynation/social_media/summer_heat.html), represents a very useful 
tool to help NWS spread important safety messages on social media. In particular, the NWS invites everyone to use 
via social media the text and images provided in its web site with the aim to help building a Weather-Ready Nation. 
Another interesting example is the “Extreme Heat Social Media Toolkit” (https://www.ready.gov/heat-toolkit) 
developed by “Ready”, which is a national public service advertising (PSA) campaign designed to educate and 
empower Americans to prepare for and respond to emergencies including natural and man-made disasters. 
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5.1.3. Twitter and Heat-wave Hazards: a Social Networking Indicator 

of heat-effect43 

Social media data have become a unique real-time informative source useful for monitoring   

general impacts of climatic events, including heat-wave hazards. As such, a methodological 

approach where data tools and frameworks provide an effective exploitation of crowd-sensed 

data concerning heat-related hazard is a need nowadays. This study seeks to provide some 

interesting ideas and some suggestions to some questions which are, yet, without answers: 

 Are heat-waves associated with semantic related social media streams? 

 Does the social media activity “follow” the spatial and temporal patterns of heat-waves 

in Italy? 

 Is a daily climatic classification of a heat-wave (i.e. heat-wave days) able to discriminate 

different level of local social media activity?  

 Does a social media sensitivity exist which is linked to local climatic parameters?  

Heat-waves were defined by using an improved version of the EuroHEAT (Improving Public 

Health Responses to extreme weather/heat-waves) Project definition (Figure 5.1) (D’Ippoliti, D et 

al. 2010). 

 

 

Figure 5.1Heat-wave definition modified by the EuroHEAT Project (D’Ippoliti et al., 2010) 

 

                                                      
43 The case study described in this paragraph follows a previous study, presented at the X National Conference 
“Innovations in the Communication of Science” (Crisci et al. 2011), concerning the investigation of the heat-wave in 
April from 7 to 9 of 2011 through geo-retrieval information by Twitter API (http://search.twitter.com/advanced). 
Following this experience, another more detailed case study was recently presented to the 16th EMS (European 
Meteorological Society) Annual Meeting and 11th European Conference on Applied Climatology held in Trieste 
(Italy) on 12-16 September 2016 (Grasso et al. 2016). This study represents an innovative way to investigate the 
impact of heat-waves in Italy during the summer of 2015 by using Twitter social media audit. 
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Heat-waves were assessed in Italy during the summer of 2015 (from May 15 to September 15) 

by using GSOD (https://data.noaa.gov/dataset/global-surface-summary-of-the-day-gsod) daily 

weather data for 21 locations corresponding to main cities for most of the Italian regions (Figure 

5.2). Daily maximum Apparent temperature was assessed by using the Steadman (Steadman 

1984) approach and critical and heat-wave days were calculated for the period May 15 – 

September 15 of 2015 (N=124). 

 

 

Figure 5.2 The Italian cities included in the study with the availability of meteorological data. 

 

Five main heat-waves episodes occurred in Italy during the summer of 2015. The main one hits 

in July maintaining a 1-month persistence because of an atmospheric blocking (“omega block”) 

(Figure 5.3).  

 

https://data.noaa.gov/dataset/global-surface-summary-of-the-day-gsod
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Figure 5.3 The temperature anomaly (a) and the upper level (300 hPa) wind speed over Europe (b). Source: Web 

reference https://www.climate.gov/news-features/event-tracker/summer-heat-wave-arrives-europe 

 

The regions of the North Tyrrhenian were the most impacted in July. While August’s episode 

involved the southern eastern areas (mainly Apulia and Calabria).  

In this study, for the same period the number of Tweets was selected by the DISIT Twitter 

vigilance web-platform (http://www.disit.org/drupal/?q=en-US/node/6693). This web-platform 

(Figure 5.4) is a multi-user tool for Twitter analysis, developed by the DISIT Lab of the University 

of Florence, able to:  

 manage multiple queries in twitter API; 

 store the data of messages collected by user defined queries → channel; 

 visualize data collecting process and analytics of twitter metrics of a channel (via a 

dashboard). 

 

http://www.disit.org/drupal/?q=en-US/node/6693
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Figure 5.4 The number of Tweets associated to the channel heat (caldo) during the period May 1 to September 30 of 

2015 (http://www.disit.org/tv/index.php?p=chart_singlechannel&canale=CALDO) 

 

Original Twitter Channel “Caldo” (heat) were filtered matching message containing specific heat 

related words: “caldo", "afa", "canicola", "sudore", "caldissimo", "torrido", "record", "allarme", 

"emergenza", "bollino", "bere", "anziani", "sete", "umidità", "sudore", "anticiclone", "disagio", 

"canicola", "caronte", "umido", "flegetonte", "sudo", "sudato". The number of tweets obtained 

was further fractionated to obtain local streams through a geographical key-term filtering by 

using terms linked to the location considered; “city name”, “region name”. 

In this way, daily activity common metrics were obtained for 17 Italian regions (Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5 Daily activity common metrics for 17 Italian regions 

. 

Daily Twitter data were merged with the respective local weather data and a clear general 

association was observed between the maximum apparent temperature (the average of all 

stations), the presence of heat-waves and the number of Tweets and Retweets at national level 

(Figure 5.6). 
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Figure 5.6 Number of Tweets and Retweets and the maximum apparent temperature (averaged of all stations) for 

Italy during the period May 15 and September 15 of 2015 

 

Most of the locations, except North-East, Piedmont, Apennines areas and Calabria, revealed 

significant associations of Tweets with increasing apparent temperatures (Figure 5.6).  
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Figure 5.7  Social heat reliability in several Italian cities.  Red circles: significant associations; Blue circles: not 

significant associations 

 

As an example, the graph of the patterns of the daily number of Tweets and Retweets, the daily 

maximum apparent temperatures and the number of heat-waves is shown regarding a city 

where the associations was found highly statistically significant (Figure 5.8). 

Very interesting were also the associations that became evident in different cities through 

Generalized Additive Models (GAMs) analyses. In particular, the maximum apparent 

temperature threshold (breakpoints) was higher in southern cities (37 °C for the city of Rome) 

than in northern ones (33 °C in Milan) (Figure 5.9). These thresholds correspond with the 

maximum apparent temperature where the linear relationship between the dependent and 

independent variables shows a change along the range, and where normally the number of 

Tweets starts to increase significantly with respect to the maximum apparent temperature 

variation.  
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Figure 5.8 The pattern of the daily number of Tweets (green histogram) and Retweets (blue histogram) and the 

daily maximum apparent temperatures (red line) and the number of heat-waves (transparent blue bars) for Milan 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Generalized Additive Models to analyze the relationships between Tweets and maximum apparent 

temperatures in Milan (left) and Rome (right). 

 

In conclusion, this case study shows that social media indicators can be used as a good proxy of 

heat-related health impact. Social media information might be very useful especially in large 
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urban areas for helping to evaluate quantitatively in real-time the impact of phenomena such as 

heat-waves and disaster responses. Furthermore, this information is a potentially useful tool to 

assist policy-makers, especially for planning short-term health intervention strategies and 

mitigation aimed at preventing and minimizing the consequences of heat stress on human 

health. 

 

5.1.4. The Geographical Heterogeneity of the Heat-related Tweets: a 

Possible Explanation of Behavioural and Cultural Aspects 

The heterogeneous geographical impact of the short-term maximum apparent temperature-

related Tweets is very similar to the geographical heterogeneity observed in a previous Italian 

study (Morabito, Profili, et al. 2012) for temperature-related mortality. Furthermore, this result 

is in agreement with other studies carried out in different European cities (Analitis et al. 2008; 

Laaidi et al. 2006; The Eurowinter Group 1997): excessive heat is more likely to increase the 

mortality risk in the coldest areas, while populations living in warmer regions tend to be less 

vulnerable.  

It is known that the heat–mortality relationship varies among populations according to climate 

and geographical region. For example, as well as individual risk factors such as advanced age, 

contextual factors such as social contact and the built environment may also modify risk 

(Vandentorren et al. 2006).  

The threshold and risk of heat-related mortality also vary significantly even among cities within 

a smaller country because of differences in the intensity of summer heat (Heo et al. 2016): cities 

with hotter climates tend to have higher thresholds and lower risks, with considerably wide 

variance in risk noted among cities (Li et al. 2014). These findings suggest that populations 

experiencing higher heat exposure are better able to cope with heat stress. 

It is well known that tolerance to temperature extremes varies regionally according to the 

population characteristics and its preparedness for heat conditions, and also according to the 

local average temperatures and frequency of extreme temperatures (McMichael et al. 1996). It 

is plausible to hypothesize that populations living in Northern cities are more susceptible to high 

temperature extremes due to being used to milder summer conditions, where extremely high 

temperatures are uncommon or occur infrequently.  

Of course, adaptation to the heat could help to explain the lowest apparent temperature 

threshold associated with a high number of Tweets observed in the Northern Italian cities 

(Milan). However, also other variables, such as the health system, the housing conditions, the 

elderly care, the type of urbanization, construction materials, insulation, air conditioning, can 

have a major impact. 
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This case study is a good example of how technology can be used to detect disasters and to 

manage them. Risk reduction technological tools and communication strategies can be designed 

to meet the specific needs and culture of the population. However more in deph analysis could 

lead to a better understanding of the effective use of these tools. 

 

5.2. Case Study 2: Earthquake Detection by EMSC 

 

The EMSC (Euro-Mediterranean Seismological Centre) engagement strategy is based on 

meeting earthquake witnesses’ immediate information needs after a felt earthquake. The EMSC 

information system, which involves websites, social media and a smartphone app, functions 

along a positive feedback loop. EMSC offers rapid information to engage with earthquake 

eyewitnesses, who are then invited to share their testimonies; testimonies are automatically 

processed and the resulting map of earthquake effects is automatically published, which in turn 

attract more eyewitnesses and improve testimony collection. In practice, EMSC’s engagement 

strategy is based on 3 main principles: it focuses on felt and damaging earthquakes, the only 

earthquakes which matter to the public (Bossu, Laurin, et al. 2015); it provides very rapid 

information, typically within few tens of seconds of earthquake occurrence to meet 

eyewitnesses’ information needs; and finally, in order to be readily identifiable by new comers, 

beyond the websites and smartphone app, a presence is maintained on the main social 

networks Facebook and Twitter. As soon as an eyewitness gets information from one of the 

information tools he is invited to share his testimony and observations. This is described in 

more detail in the following paragraphs.  

 

5.2.1. EMSC Detects Earthquakes Thanks to Technology  

As soon as people experience shaking from earthquakes, they begin a rapid search for 

information in order to establish what is happening/has happened, and many turn to the 

Internet (Bossu & Earle 2012; Tierney 2009). Flashsourcing, or real-time monitoring of website 

traffic, can be used to provide rapid information on the local effects of earthquakes due to this 

natural convergence of eyewitness looking for earthquake information on the EMSC website, 

mobile site, and/or app, LastQuake. Citizens can be considered as real time sensors. People 

often start arriving on the EMSC website less than 90 seconds after shaking, as was the case for 

a recent Virginia earthquake. On the figure below (Figure 5.10), we can see that the number of 

visitors on EMSC website increase within 20 or 30 seconds after the earthquake for some of 

them. Each line represents the data for a specific earthquake, and data dates back to 2014. 

Users open the EMSC smartphone application LastQuake equally fast. 
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Figure 5.10 Number of new visitors per minute on EMSC's website after an earthquake 

 

Not only do eyewitnesses search for information, but they also provide information quickly and 

in mass. They turn to social media, generating, in a very similar way, a surge in published tweets 

related to shaking experiences (Earle et al. 2010; Earle et al. 2011). EMSC uses Twitter 

earthquake Detection (TED), an approach that applies place, time, and key word filtering to 

detect felt earthquakes through the surge in published tweets (Earle et al. 2010; Earle et al. 

2011). Using TED, EMSC found a magnitude 5.1 earthquake that struck Japan the 16th May 

2016 in just 32 seconds. EMSC uses both flashsourcing and TED to provide rapid felt earthquake 

information as these methods prove to be complementary with only 10% of felt earthquakes 

being detected by both (Bossu, Laurin, et al. 2015). These detections allow for EMSC to state 

simply that shaking has been reported in a given region and do not include any information 

about the earthquake itself, such as magnitude for example.  

Once arrived on the websites or the LastQuake app, EMSC asks witnesses to be information 

providers themselves by providing testimonies, comments, and geo-located pics. EMSC then 

uses this crowdsourced information to further inform the public on where the earthquake was 

felt and the felt intensity of shaking. In the first 30 minutes after an earthquake strikes, for 

example, EMSC collected 2,400 testimonies for an earthquake in Arizona, 700 testimonies for an 

earthquake in England, and 160 for an earthquake in Malaysia (Bossu et al. 2016). 
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Furthermore, the presence of eyewitnesses within minutes of an event has paved the way for 

EMSC to participate in disaster risk reduction. After the Nepal earthquake in 2015, an EMSC 

survey showed that, when users of the app LastQuake were asked about ways in which to 

improve the app, the most common request was to be provided with “Dos and don’ts” (44%), 

so that they would know how to act after an earthquake. As such, EMSC identified the main 

messages of the behavior to adopt and avoid after a violent shaking no matter the country of 

residence. It is important to insist that this advice does not cover the duration of the shaking 

itself. The advice, named Safety Tips, is presented in a cartoon format and is currently available 

in the app for consultation. EMSC has also added a SMS function to the app to inform family 

and friends when safe. 

 

5.2.2. EMSC Technology is Adopted and Used in All Areas Across the 

Globe 

EMSC has found that the rapidity in which people look for information is not dependent on 

location and has successfully detected earthquakes all over the globe. Indeed, the EMSC 

website gets 1.5 to 2 million visits per month from 220 countries. The following map (Figure 5.11) 

demonstrates that whenever an earthquake occurs in a populated area, EMSC is able to collect 

testimonies. This holds true even for areas which are not traditionally considered to have good 

internet access. For example, for the April 10, 2016 M6.6 HinduKush region earthquake, EMSC 

quickly collected over 400 testimonies from eyewitnesses. It also works in regions where 

earthquakes are rare and the pre-existing visibility of the EMSC is inexistent. For example, 700 

testimonies were collected within 30 minutes of a M4.2 earthquake which affected Rutland 

region (United Kingdom) in the middle of the night of 22 May 2015. 

 

Figure 5.11 EMSC Global Coverage Map. The grey dots represent all earthquakes, and the colored dots represent 

earthquakes detected by EMSC. 
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The only country where performances remain limited is Japan. The reason for this could be the 

existence of an efficient earthquake early warning system which informs the population even 

before the actual shaking (Kamigaichi et al. 2009). This system is even embedded in every 

mobile phone. In such circumstances, LastQuake app would not seem to present any added 

value except for tourists and foreigners, who may not have an easy access to the Japanese 

system and therefore do share testimonies with the EMSC.  

In order to reach a broad, international audience, EMSC has focused on having information 

available in multiple languages as well as using visual communication to avoid language barriers. 

Indeed, testimonies collected via the traditional online questionnaire can be filled out in 32 

different languages. The app LastQuake is currently available in ten languages. On both the 

mobile website and the LastQuake application thumbnail-based questionnaires have been 

developed. The 12 thumbnail-sized images were conceptualized by a professional cartoonist 

aiming to be culturally neutral and depict each level of the EMS-98 macro-seismic 

scale(Grunthal et al. 1998), a scale which denotes how strongly an earthquake affects a specific 

place. 

While the EMSC information tools are able to use geolocation and IP addresses to locate users, 

few other types of user data are available. Indeed, EMSC does not have any information 

regarding for example the gender, age, etc. of their users.  

Lastly, based on the comments that people leave on the questionnaires, it is possible to 

distinguish two separate communities: the eyewitnesses and the earthquake amateurs/citizen 

seismologists.  

 

5.2.3. Why People Adopt EMSC’s Technology 

One potential reason for adoption of the EMSC information tools could be the amount of fear or 

anxiety shaking creates, with higher levels of anxiety leading people to seek out EMSC tools 

more frequently. For a recent series of earthquakes in Skopje, inhabitants shared with EMSC 

their concern about the possibility of a new damaging earthquake as Skopje was previously 

destroyed by an earthquake in 1963 (Petrovski 2004). The citizens of Skopje also quickly 

provided testimonies and adopted the LastQuake app. On 4 October, 572 testimonies (i.e. 2/3 

of the total) were collected within 10 minutes of the M3.1 earthquake. Installations of 

LastQuake apps in the area started within a dozen minutes of the first earthquake and rapidly 

reached 3 000 in the first 36 hours and about 14 000 during the studied period (11 September 

to 6 October 2016).  

Another reason why people adopt EMSC tools has to do with familiarity and trust. While the 

first time people use EMSC information services they tend to find us via the web, people quickly 

adopt the app, regardless of location. A series of 15 earthquakes felt in the city of Skopje (FYRO 
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Macedonia) illustrates this well. The proportion of eyewitnesses using the LastQuake app jumps 

from 40% for the first shock on 11 September to 70% or more for earthquakes occurring from 

12 September onwards, illustrating the rapid adoption of the app by the local population (see 

Figure 5.12).  

 

Figure 5.12 Evolution of testimony collection through the classical website (blue), mobile website (green) and 

smartphone app (red) during the sequence of 15 felt earthquakes which shook the city of Skopje (FYRO Macedonia) 

from Sept. 11th to Oct. 6th 201644 

 

This was also found to be the case during the 2015 Nepal mainshock-aftershocks sequence 

(Bossu, Steed, et al. 2015). Despite a large number of installations, these results confirm that 

the app is not sufficient on its own. Websites still play a key role for the first shock and 

eyewitnesses tend to switch to app for consecutive earthquakes. This demonstrates how people 

first use tools they know (e.g. Google) to find information and then quickly adopt new tools that 

meet their information needs (e.g. LastQuake app).  

While the reasons for the adoption of the EMSC information tools are varied, the fact that the 

tools have not been used could potentially demonstrate value in and of themselves. Indeed, if 

an area which is used to using EMSC information tools does not do so in the case of a new 

shaking event; it could potentially be the sign of serious damages and/or lack of internet 

connectivity. Other interesting finding is that, few months after the 2015 Nepal earthquake, 

                                                      
44 For each earthquake, the total number of collected testimonies is indicated in the respective column. Magnitude, 
day and time are indicated below. A question mark indicates an earthquake which was reported on Sept 12 at 
22:00 UTC by 143 eyewitnesses but not reported by the national seismological institute, probably because it was 
too low in magnitude to be located. The number of collected testimonies is not directly linked to the magnitude of 
the earthquake. It also depends notably on the relative location to the populated areas as well as the time of the 
day. The proportion of testimonies collected through our classical website and its online questionnaire is on 
average below 10% which also indicates that on average 90% of the reporting eyewitnesses use a mobile device 
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some users have uninstalled the application. This can be explained by a lower interest in 

earthquakes after the quake or by a lack of space on the mobile phone. Users may delete the 

app that they do not use very often. However, as LastQuake is now knows of them, they may 

download it again in case of a new earthquake. These findings should be completed by a more 

systematic and general study over other disaster applications.  

 

5.2.4. Culture Impacts the Uses of EMSC Tools 

EMSC has also been able to observe some cultural differences thanks to the comments left by 

eyewitnesses. Indeed, residents who experience shaking in countries that have a strong Muslim 

culture tend to leave very religious comments that meet their moral support needs. This is in 

line with studies demonstrating that risk perception is influenced by culture (Ifrc 2014). A 

qualitative study of the comments also shows that the elements used to describe the way the 

earthquake was felt vary depending on local culture and previous experience of this type of 

events. For instance, after an earthquake in Sweden in 2016, people compared the sound of the 

earthquake to a snow drop from the roof when usually this sound is compared to a truck. More 

systematic linguistic analysis would be needed to improve the knowledge of such cultural 

differences in the comments left by eyewitnesses.  

Earthquake frequency in a specific area also impacts the way people use LastQuake. 

Testimonies conversion rate45 are found to be higher in regions where this type of events is 

rare, compared to highly seismic regions.  

Previous experience of the disaster also appears to influence the use of EMSC tools during an 

earthquake. For instance, after a series of earthquakes in Skopje EMSC recorded 700 

testimonies for a M2.7 earthquake. This high response to a small earthquake was explained by a 

user on Twitter by the anxiety linked to earthquake due to the 1963 earthquake which killed 

over 1,070 people (Figure 5.13), demonstrating the importance of local histories for the use of the 

tool. 

                                                      
45 Number of comments left out of number of eyewitness who use EMSC tools (LastQuake application, website and 
mobile website). 
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Figure 5.13 Technology use during a disaster may be linked to previous experience - Screenshot of EMSC Twitter 

account - 4/10/2016 

 

No further research on the link between previous experience and technology use during a 

disaster was found in the literature review. However, the way EMSC tools are used 

demonstrates that, while there are some cultural differences related to why people adopt and 

use certain technologies, and how they use them, the need for information seems to be 

universal. 
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6. Conclusion 

 

The literature review and the different case studies presented in the report have shown that, 

during a disaster, citizens, whatever their cultural background is, will use an available 

technology if it meets their needs and if they are used to it. However, they may not use it in the 

same way. 

Cultural factors were found to impact both the needs and the previous adoption and use before 

a disaster strikes, and thus the way people use technologies at all stages of a disaster. It is then 

of great importance for disaster managers to be aware not only of the population’s needs but 

also of their technology use prior to the disaster. Moreover, technology and its usage is evolving 

at a very fast pace. As such, it is necessary to update this knowledge frequently.  

One of the factors used to describe the use and adoption of technology is age and generation. 

In fact, the digital divide was found to narrow significantly when looking at adoption rates. 

However, difference in usage due to socio-demographic and socio-cultural factors can still be 

observed. Mobile phones and smartphones are now widespread around the world and are used 

intensively. They are critical for disaster response and will be used if the infrastructures allow it. 

However, people will not use it the same ways. Depending partly on cultural factors, they could 

and will use it to access different social media, to seek for different information or to volunteer 

in different ways.  

With the development of Internet and technology cultures, intensive uses of technologies 

during disasters have been observed. Citizens develop a new culture of disaster response and 

blend new practices, best practices. For instance, after a disaster more and more Facebook 

users expect to be able to mark themselves as safe to reinsure their relatives. This is changing 

the disaster response46. The specific technological culture is changing citizens’ expectations 

about ways to respond to the crisis.  

These findings have a set of implications for disaster managers which could contribute to the 

development of CARISMAND toolkit (WP9). When communicating with the public, disaster 

managers must take into account the various usages of technologies, and then communicate via 

different devices, media, (without forgetting traditional media), and platforms. The 

communication must take into account the specific cultures of the targeted audience but also 

the culture of the platform itself as they all are ruled by their own norms. For instance, 

communicating on Twitter, Facebook or Snapchat will be very different as the constraints and 

public differs. These best practices will be dealt with in D3.2. Cultural differences in using 

                                                      
46 https://www.wired.com/2016/11/facebook-disaster-response/?mbid=social_fb 
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technologies during a disaster should also be taken into account when designing these 

technological tools. 

Technology use by citizens – especially through smartphones - during a disaster is also a great 

opportunity for disaster managers, as they can easily reach the public and provide information 

to them. Additionally, citizens are able to share crucial information. Disaster managers can also 

access an army of volunteers, willing to take part in the disaster response through their 

technological skills. Virtual Operation Support Groups and Teams (VOSG/VOST) have proven 

efficient in gathering and organizing volunteers to monitor social media during a disaster and 

respond to the crisis through these tools (Griswold 2013; Landwehr & Carley 2014; Vieweg et al. 

2014). These groups proved very efficient since they include local people who are aware of 

specific cultural patterns that may impact the response. The engagement of crisis mappers is 

another example of the positive impact of citizen volunteering through technology. This will 

also be further discussed in D3.2. Best practices are even more important due to the fact that 

we found citizens to learn a lot from previous experiences in cultural setting that are similar to 

their own. Overall, technologies have proven to be an efficient tool for citizens’empowerment 

in all phases of the disaster cycle, this will be developed in CARISMAND D7.1. 

Despite these findings, the literature reviews revealed some shortcomings in the academic 

research, and many further research opportunities were identified. Most studies focus on one 

specific technology; however, more research is needed on the ITC ecosystem to better 

understand the link between the various technologies (Cadwell & O’Brien 2016). Some links 

between cultural factors and technology adoption and use in the specific context of disasters 

have not been studied yet. For instance, a more in depth analyses of the influence of religion or 

previous disaster experience on technology use during a disaster would be needed.  

Moreover, if the question of technology adoption and use has been studied to a certain extent, 

the reasons for not adopting, not using or even rejecting a technology are much less 

documented. Through case studies few hypotheses can be raised. People will not use a 

technology that is not available, whether it is an intentional reason from a critical actor (e.g. 

censorship from the government) or a technical one (power outage, or technology 

obsolescence). Choice-overload could also be a reason for not adopting a technology, such as a 

mobile application (Bachmann et al. 2015). When there are too many options of the same kind 

people are not necessarily able to take a decision (Schwartz 2004). The application issue is 

especially relevant as it raises the problem of until when will people use it. Indeed, citizens are 

found to uninstall an application when they don’t need it anymore. Again, more research is 

needed on whether people will reinstall them in case of another disaster or whether they will 

look for a new app or even a new technology.  

Another hypothesis to explain the non-adoption of a technology in the aftermath of a disaster 

could be linked to the direct consequences of particular disaster. In the case of psychological 
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trauma one may not be willing to be connected to technologies that will incur more stress with 

frightening information popping up on a screen. The will for disconnection has already 

appeared marginally in Western societies (Bright et al. 2015).  

Finally, very little research on the link between privacy and technology adoption and use during 

a disaster was found during the literature review. However, privacy issues raise more and more 

interest in the public debate47. More about privacy during a disaster can be found in 

CARISMAND WP6 reports. 

  

                                                      
47 http://www.dailydot.com/layer8/online-privacy-data-ethics/ 
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8. Annexes 

 

Annexe1: Case Study - Heat-health Warning System for 

Frail Elderly People  

 

Short-term impacts of high air temperature on human health are well known (Hajat & Kosatky 

2010; Ye et al. 2012) and in the last two decades many studies have shown that timely 

preventive measures can reduce short-term heat-related excess mortality (Fouillet et al. 2008; 

Morabito, Crisci, et al. 2012). In fact, the adverse health effects of heat waves are largely 

preventable and so, the development of a Heat-Health Warning System (HHWS) might 

represent an important strategy contributing to reduce the current burden of mortality from 

heat waves. To support these claims, a Guidance on Warning-System Development has been 

recently compiled by WMO and WHO experts, under the auspices of the WMO Commission for 

Climatology (CCl) (World Meteorological Organization & World Health Organization 2015). This 

Guidance allows the identification of who is at greatest risk from heat, identifying the best bio 

meteorological approaches to assessing heat stress and presents the science and 

methodologies associated with the development of HHWS. Furthermore, overviews on heat-

intervention strategies and communication strategies of heat risk are also provided. In detail, 

the operation of HHWSs includes a number of elements (World Meteorological Organization & 

World Health Organization 2015): 

 a high resolution weather forecast of the main meteorological parameters (air 

temperature, relative humidity, …) to assess the heat-stress;  

 a method for assessing how future weather patterns may evolve in terms of a range of 

health outcomes;  

 the determination of heat-stress thresholds for action;  

 a system of graded alerts/actions for communication to the general population or 

specific target groups about an impending period of heat and its intensity and to 

government agencies about the possible severity of health impacts.  

In particular, the threshold for action is generally represented by the temperature value (or the 

biome teorological index, i.e. the heat index) at which mortality (or any other health outcome) 

starts to rise rapidly. In this way, different city-specific temperature thresholds addressed to 

specific vulnerable groups have been assessed worldwide (Williams et al. 2012). The type of 
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action or alert level is determined by the intensity and duration of the exceptional heat period. 

Then, a HHWS is designed to alert decision-makers and the general public to impending 

dangerous hot weather and to serve as a source of advice on avoiding negative health 

outcomes associated with hot-weather extremes (WHO/WMO/UNEP 1996). Recent studies 

have also revealed a reduction in heat-related elderly mortality in Italian cities after the 

establishing of the HHWSs (Morabito, Crisci, et al. 2012; Schifano et al. 2012). However, it must 

be taken into account that without an effective communication and dissemination strategy, the 

benefits arising from an HHWS, such as lives saved or hospital admissions reduced, may be 

minimal. For this reason, it is imperative that the risk associated with extreme heat is 

communicated precisely and adjusted according to the target or vulnerable group. 

 

Heat-related Vulnerability Groups: Cultural Aspects 

Although the main factors of vulnerability may vary geographically, depending on the social, 

economic and political setting, there are some commonalities across countries in terms of heat-

risk factors, including being elderly, having pre-existing cardiovascular or respiratory disease, 

living alone, working outdoors or being involved in heavy labor indoors close to industrial heat 

sources (World Meteorological Organization & World Health Organization 2015). 

Socioeconomic factors may affect exposure to heat as determined by building type and place of 

residence but also have an important effect on individual sensitivity (World Meteorological 

Organization & World Health Organization 2015). Although indicators of socioeconomic status, 

including ethnicity, occupation and education, have been found to be associated with heat-

related health effects, there are inconsistencies between studies. On the other hand, most of 

the scientific literature agrees that high temperature has the worst impact on the elderly 

(Gronlund et al. 2014) and most studies have shown the elderly as one of the social groups most 

at risk during heat wave (Morabito, Crisci, et al. 2012; Robine et al. 2007). Advanced age 

represents one of the most significant risk factors for heat-related deaths in developed 

countries as a consequence of an increasingly larger proportion of the elderly in their 

populations. The highest vulnerability of the elderly to heat is related to physiological, health 

and socio-economical status (Tan 2008). When compared to young adults, the elderly have 

reduced thermoregulatory responses: sweating rate, skin blood flow and cardiovascular 

function (Kenney & Munce 2003; Kenny et al. 2010). The key pathophysiological problem is 

early dehydration due to age-related reduced thirst and the capacity to conserve salt and water 

(Rikkert et al. 2009). Furthermore, thirst might also be suppressed by the consumption of 

certain medications used more frequently in elderly subjects due to a relatively higher 

percentage of illness and disability (Rikkert et al. 2009). The need to use medications is often 

related to an impaired thermoregulatory function and a consequently diminished or delayed 

physiological ability to maintain core temperature within safe and acceptable limits. The 
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worsening of other factors such as living conditions, family and/or social support and the ability 

to access medical care systems might represent additional risk factors. 

More recently, in Europe, other ethnic minorities could be at serious risk for the heat effects, in 

particular migrants and refugees, because they are often forced to live in large numbers all 

together in confined areas without air conditioning systems, dehydrated and often in poor 

conditions. In addition, these subjects also have the problem of not understanding the local 

language, even though they often have the ability to understand French or English.  

 

Dissemination and Communication Strategies to Prevent Heat-effects: Informative 

Tools and Technologies Used 

An effective communication strategy is of critical importance in guiding people and leading 

them to take appropriate action to protect themselves from the heat hazard. In particular, the 

wording of warnings should be simply to understand, should contain clear description of the 

actions required and the inclusion of a statement of recommended actions. Furthermore, 

because non-official language speaking communities and those without access to broadcast 

media may also be at a disadvantage, heat warnings should be issued not only in the official 

language of a country but also in other commonly used languages. Care should be taken to 

ensure that the language and vocabulary used are appropriate to the region or country, the 

culture and user needs (World Meteorological Organization & World Health Organization 2015). 

The main media for communication used in HHWS are: 

 Television and radio that reach the population at large and provide general advice on 

heat stress avoidance to general public. In particular, the television has the advantage 

of presenting the information in graphical format; the Radio can reach a wide audience 

rapidly in an emergency situation. 

 Internet is a versatile tool to display large amounts of easily updated information. 

Broadcast media allows visual graphics and animations, which may attract and 

motivate users. Information can target specific/specialized users (relevant 

professionals) by restricted access or may be accessible by everybody.  

 Hotline numbers and telephone helpline are normally available. 

 Automatic telephone answering devices are effective in reducing the number of 

telephone calls to the forecast office. 

 The telephone, e-mail alert systems and SMS allow alarms to be sent to a list of 

individuals, including emergency managers.  
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 Leaflets that contain general advices for the population and specific advices for 

nursing-home managers, also translated in different languages most widely spoken in 

the country and languages from which most of in-home-nurses come from (i.e. 

http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/documentazione/p6_2_5_1.jsp?lingua=italiano&id=5

9) often distributed at beginning of the summer via health centers, and places where 

vulnerable people may be. 

Several very useful tools are also available on the web, such as “Institutional Risk 

Communication” tools (i.e. https://www.cdc.gov/disasters/extremeheat/index.html) that allow 

the consultation of different information materials, or “Web portals for climate information 

decision support” (i.e. http://www.euroheat-project.org/dwd/index.php or 

http://www.meteoalarm.eu/) that provide map tools about the probability of a forthcoming 

heat-wave (or extreme weather events) that represent valuable supports for health services in 

planning. Furthermore, automatic warning web platforms are also available (Feed-based 

notification systems), such as the IFTTT “if this, than that” web platform, activated when 

predetermined conditions occurs in measured parameters by connected sensors or in web 

portal communication channels.  

More recently, online social media and networking services (i.e. Twitter, Facebook) and 

mobile/desktop applications (Messengers) dedicated to personal communication (i.e. 

WhatsApp, Telegram) represent very useful tools to inform rapidly and extensively the local 

population and heath care professionals about a heat-warning and to provide information on 

how to behave. 

Other useful tools are outdoor and indoor public information display and health monitoring and 

wearable devices that provide instantaneous data or derived index concerning the actual 

microclimate and physiological conditions. This information may suggest immediate actions 

when thresholds are exceeded for some parameters that can affect the health of the subject. 

 

The Tuscany HHWS Addressed to the Elderly People  

The Tuscany HHWS was developed by the Department of Agrifood Production and 

Environmental Sciences and the Center of Bioclimatology of the University of Florence, 

immediately after the disastrous effect of the 2003 heat-wave, within the context of the 

“MeteoSalute” Project. The regional HHWS was developed with the aim of preventing the 

consequences of excessive heat on the health of elderly people (Morabito, Crisci, et al. 2012). 

In particular, the Tuscany prevention system was implemented in a regional project called 

“Active Surveillance of the Frail Elderly” and it has been running since 2004. The HHWS is 

essentially based on the prediction (up to five days in advance) of the effects of heat on human 

health (specifically elderly people greater than or equal to 75 years) through weather forecasts 

http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/documentazione/p6_2_5_1.jsp?lingua=italiano&id=59
http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/documentazione/p6_2_5_1.jsp?lingua=italiano&id=59
https://www.cdc.gov/disasters/extremeheat/index.html
http://www.euroheat-project.org/dwd/index.php
http://www.meteoalarm.eu/
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and biometeorological assessments and promoting public health activities to prevent heat 

related illness and death (Morabito, Crisci, et al. 2012). The heat-related alert thresholds used in 

the Tuscany HHWS were obtained by previous studies (Morabito, Profili, et al. 2012) and 

subsequent more detailed investigations conducted on heat-related mortality of elderly people 

(≥75 years) by the Center of Bioclimatology (CIBIC) in collaboration with the Regional Agency of 

Health (ARS, Agenzia Regionale di Sanità). Some of these studies were also included in several 

activities within the International Project MOVE (Methods for the Improvement of Vulnerability 

Assessments in Europe, http://www.move-fp7.eu/index.php?module=main). The heat-related 

alert thresholds identified are specific of three geographical areas of Tuscany with different 

weather-climatic characteristics (inner plains, hills and coastal areas). The novelty of this HHWS 

is the identification of specific temperature thresholds for each decade of the month, from May 

to September, in order to take into account the variability of the thermal effect on health as a 

function of the period of the year and the geographical area. 

Then, the thresholds are obviously variables throughout the warm period (May-September), 

and vary depending on the specific geographical location, with higher values on the locality of 

the inner plains than to coastal and hill ones.  

When it is expected to exceed the heat-related warning thresholds, there is the forecast of a 

critical day and proceeds to risk reporting on three levels: 

 Attention, a critical day isolated or the first day of a series of critical days; 

 Alarm, the second consecutive day of exceeding the threshold values; 

 Emergency "Heat Wave", the third and subsequent consecutive days exceeding the 

threshold values. 

In each case the third prediction day, also if critical, is always indicated with the warning level 

“Attention”, due to the lower reliability of the forecast for the third day. A heat-wave occurs 

when the threshold is exceeded for at least 3 consecutive days. 

The HHWS aims provide detailed and differentiated forecast information for each municipality 

of Tuscany. The system provides the elaboration of daily bulletins containing the warning level 

up to 5 days and several other information based on biometeorological indices for the current 

and following days (Figure 8.1). These bulletins are sent daily to the e-mail network (directly 

communicated by the managers of the areas-district of Tuscany) to healthcare workers, social 

and health services, Civil Protection, and local organizations of volunteers who take care of the 

frail elderly. This vulnerable group is represented by people aged over 75 living alone with 

limited social interaction, without family support and with critical health and socio economic 

conditions.  

 

http://www.move-fp7.eu/index.php?module=main
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Figure 8.1 example of biometerorological bulletin for the Florentine area with heat-health warning conditions 

 

The HHWS plays an important role also in rationalizing the health and hospital care (distribution 

of work, the availability of beds, shifts of leave for workers), informing social care professions 

involved (general practitioners, medical health care emergency, hospital managers, etc.) about 

the presence of unfavorable climatic conditions that can potentially cause a spike in 

hospitalizations for specific diseases or an increase in mortality rates.  

In support to the HHWS, it is also operating a web platform with the aim to inform the 

population about the biometeorological conditions for the current day and the next 5 days. In 

particular, on the website are displayed for each climatic area of Tuscany the following forecast 

information: 

- minimum and maximum apparent temperature during the day 

- the apparent temperature in the sun and in the shade during the afternoon; 

- the number of hours of hot and cold uncomfortable conditions; 
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- any conditions favorable to the development of meteoropatie; 

- any advice on how to deal with the conditions of biometeorological critical issues that 

may be forecasted; 

- Advice on how to program the heating / air conditioning systems. 

Most of the information are also widespread by Facebook (Figure 8.2), Twitter (Figure 8.3), and 

several dissemination (videos) through YouTube account (Figure 8.4).  

 

 

Figure 8.2Meteosalute Facebook profile. 
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Figure 8.3Meteosalute Twitter profile. 

 

 

Figure 8.4Meteosalute channel on the YouTube web-platform. 
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The social network channels can be accessed directly from the home page of the Meteosalute 

site (www.biometeo.it), in particular they are visible in the preview on the web page footer 

(Figure 8.5). 

 

 

Figure 8.5Social network preview on the web page footer of the Meteosalute website. 

http://www.biometeo.it/

